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FOOT AND WORD IN PROSODIC MORPHOLOGY:
THE ARABIC BROKEN PLURAL*

This article proposes a theory of PROSODIC DOMAIN CIRCUMSCRIPTION, by means of
which rules sensitive to morphologicaldomain may be restrictedto a prosodically
characterized(sub-)domainin a word or stem. The theoryis illustratedprimarilyby
a comprehensiveanalysis of the Arabic broken plural; it is furthersupportedby
analysisof a numberof processesfrom other languages,yieldinga formaltypology
effects.The resultsobtainedhere dependon, andtherefore
of domain-circumscription
confirm,two centralprinciplesof ProsodicMorphology:(1) the ProsodicMorphology
Hypothesis,which requiresthat templatesbe expressedin prosodic,not segmental
terms;and (2) the TemplateSatisfactionCondition,whichrequiresthat all elements
in templatesare satisfiedobligatorily.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The study of the relationshipbetween morphologyand phonology has
played an importantrole in recent linguisticinvestigations.On the one
hand, work in the theory of Lexical Phonologyspeaks to the problemof
phonologicalrule applicationin the course of a morphologicalderivation.
On the other, the body of researchon templaticmorphologyshows the
essentialrole played by phonologicalstructurein capturingmorphological
regularities.
The theory of ProsodicMorphologydeveloped in McCarthyand Prince
(1986, 1988, forthcominga, b) advancesseveralproposalsabout the basic
characterof phonologicalstructureand its consequencesfor morphology.
Three fundamentaltheses are:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Prosodic MorphologyHypothesis. Templates are defined in
termsof the authenticunits of prosody:mora (,u), syllable(a),
foot (F), prosodicword (W), and so on.
TemplateSatisfactionCondition.Satisfactionof templaticconstraints is obligatory and is determinedby the principles of
prosody, both universaland language-specific.
Prosodic Circumscriptionof Domains. The domain to which

* We are indebted to Mark Aronoff, A. R. Ayoub, M. G. Carter, Morris Halle, Michael

Kenstowicz,Armin Mester, and three anonymousreviewersfor valuablecommentson this
article.Specialthanksgo to LindaLombardifor a veryclose readingof the entiremanuscript
that contributedmuchto the content and exposition.
Natural Language and Linguistic Theory 8: 209-283, 1990.
? 1990 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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morphologicaloperationsapplymay be circumscribedby prosodic criteria as well as by the more familiar morphological
ones. In particular,the minimalword within a domainmay be
selected as the locus of morphologicaltransformationin lieu of
the whole domain.
We will elaborateconsiderablyon these principlesbelow, focusingparticularlyon prosodiccircumscription.
New developmentsin linguistictheory often bringilluminationto longstanding descriptive problems, while at the same time exposing new
difficultiesat a more subtle and abstractlevel. So it is with the Arabic
brokenplural.In traditionalaccountslike that of Wright(1971: 191-233),
pluralformationhas all the propertiesof a poorly understoodor perhaps
even chaoticprocess, requiringa dense taxonomyof 31 pluraltypes, each
correspondingto as many as 11 singulartypes. The theory of CV-based
templaticmorphologyhas made considerableinroads into this apparent
complexity, isolating a small set of formationalprocesses and unifying
a fair number of traditionallydistinct patterns under a single template
(McCarthy1979, 1981). But, as Hammond(1988) has observed, the standard conception of templatic morphology brings with it a major new
liability,the problemof transferringvariouscharacteristicsfromthe singular to the brokenplural.This fundamentalproblemturnsout to be intractable in CV-templatetheories, including(as we will show) the one proposed by Hammond.
Prosodic Morphologyoffers a new perspectiveon the problem, and it
is a goal of this article to demonstratehow the principalfeatures of the
broken plural phenomenon follow directly from its characterizationin
prosodic terms. In particular,it will emerge that the correct analysisof
the transferproblem goes hand in hand with a wide generalizationover
productivepluraltypes. We propose that the centralplural-formingstrategy of the languageparses out an initial minimalword from the base - a
prosodicallycircumscribeddomain- and maps the contents of that minimal word onto an iambic foot. The broken plural, then, makes a full,
systematicuse of the categoriesand operationsprovidedby the theory of
ProsodicMorphology,providinga particularlyinterestingtest case and a
robustnew source of evidence for the theory.
To secure our empiricalclaims, we have collected all nouns forming
brokenpluralsin the first half of Wehr (1971), the authoritativeEnglishlang-uagedictionaryof Modern Standardor LiteraryArabic. The data
base contains a total of about 3500 singular/pluralpairs, when doublets
are considered, and should be more than adequate for establishingthe
actual role and weight of the various patterns. Although most reference
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grammars,like Wright (1971), deal with Classical Arabic, while Wehr
recordsthe contemporaryliterarylanguage,the differencesbetween these
two sources of evidence are negligible;our experience is that the correspondenceis nearly exact except for certainvery rare pluralpatternsthat
have fallen into disuse. Furthermore,our investigationhas been much
aided by the penetrating and exhaustive treatment of this problem by
Levy (1971).
This article will touch on virtuallyall the broken pluralphenomenain
Arabic and give a full accountof the dominantregularitiesof the system,
aimingto achieve a match between theory and observationthat improves
significantlyon previouswork. The articleis organizedas follows. Section
2 lays out the basicfactsof the brokenpluralandclosely relateddiminutive
systems and presents our analysisof them informally.Section 3 develops
the formaltheory of prosodiccircumscriptionand appliesit to the descriptive problems of the Arabic plural and diminutive in all their detail.
Section 4 reviews the shortcomingsof previous approaches,focusing on
that of Hammond(1988). Section 5 treats issues that are ancillaryto the
main thrustof our analysis;the conclusionbrieflysummarizesthe results.

2.

THE

BROKEN

PLURAL

AND

DIMINUTIVE

IN OUTLINE

2.1. The Large-scaleStructureof the Arabic Plural
Traditionalgrammarsof Arabic distinguishbetween two modes of plural
formation, the broken plural and the sound plural. The broken plural
primarilyinvolvesinternalmodificationof the singularstem, as in nafslnufuus 'soul/pl.' or jundubljanaadib'locust/pl.';the sound plural is formed
by suffixationof masculine+uun or feminine +aat to a usuallyunchanged
stem, as in (1)1,2
1 We will use the followingtranscriptionfor the Arabicconsonants.h and ? are pharyngeals
and t, d, s, z denote the emphatic (pharyngealized) consonants.

b
f

t
d
O,s

k q

h

?

j
I

x h
g

6,z

?

t,dl

m
w
2

l,r,n
y

In femininesCVCC-atthe sound plural/CVCC-aat/typicallyshows an epentheticvowel
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Singular
7uOmaan
iuOmaan+uun
suway7ir
9uway7ir+uun
kaatib
kaatib+uun
hind+aat
hind
ramadaan ramadaan+aat
kaatib+ at kaatib+ aat
ta7riif+aat
ta7riif
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'Othman(man's name)'
'poet (dim.)'
'writing(participle)'
'Hind (woman'sname)'
'Ramadan(a month)'
'writing(fem. participle)'
'definition(nominalization)'

Althoughthe term "soundplural"suggestsnormality- and indeedits form
is entirely predictablefrom gender and other grammaticalinformationthe sound plural is in no way the regularor usual mode of pluralization.
Essentially all canonically-shapedlexical nouns of Arabic take broken
plurals, includingmany loans, even very recent ones: filml!aflaam 'film';
banklbunuuk 'bank'; balyuunlbalaayiin 'billion'. The sound plural is sys-

tematicallyfound only with members of the following short list: proper
names; transparentlyderived nouns or adjectivessuch as participles,deverbals,and diminutives(Levy 1971);noncanonicalor unassimilatedloans
(tilifuunltilifuun+ aat); and the namesof the lettersof the alphabet,which
are mostly noncanonical.Surprisingly,the regularplural and past tense
suffixes /-z, -d/ of English fall under grossly similar restrictions, even
though their range of applicabilityappears to be vastly wider than the
sound plural's.Englishwords transparentlyderivedfrom other categories
always take the regular suffixes, even if they qualify phonologicallyfor
subregularmorphology. Thus, as Kiparsky (1973) has noted, we have
(underived) leaflleaves, with the fricative-voicingsubregularity,but in
names we find only the regular suffix: the Toronto Maple Leafs; two letter

f'sl*[evz]. In the verbal system, subregularitiesapply to simple verbal
stems and their verbal derivativesbut not to derivativesof adjectivesor
nouns. The inglang-ungpattern, for example, is quite productiveamong
pure verbs, but does not extend beyond them: he rang the belllringed
the camp with artillery,the latter with denominal[[ring]N]V.(For recent
discussion,see Pinkerand Prince (1988).) The main differenceis that the
subregularitiesof English do not span much of the input space (and they
do it in a largely sporadicfashion), while broken plurals are formed on
literally every canonical noun type in Arabic. Both languages organize

in the CC-cluster which is either a or a copy of the stem vowel. For example, kisr-at
'fragment' pluralizes as either kisir-aat or kisar-aat. Epenthesis is blocked when CC is a
geminate or when the cluster begins with glides w, y. Only in stems CaCC is epenthesis
obligatory.
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their morphologiesinto a special case/generalcase structure,suffixingby
defaultwhen the other competinginflectionalmodes are inapplicable,and
both languages require that the input to the specialized system meet
standardsof canonicality,phonological (stem-shape patterns) and morphological(nonderivedstatus). In Arabicthe "specialcase" systemis fully
articulatedand relativelyfew items escape it to end up with the default
"sound"suffix.For the lexicon as a whole, then, broken pluralformation
is by far the norm ratherthan the exception.
Although broken plurals are non-exceptional, they present a formal
diversitythat, when taken head-on, is daunting.A forest, however, supervenes upon the trees. To see it, we need to keep one eye on the prosodic
structureof the pluralpatternsand the other on their actuallexical distribution. Wright's31 types can be divided into just 4 shape-definedcategories:

(2)

Wright'sBroken PluralPatterns

a.

Iambic

b.

Trochaic

c.

Monosyllabic d. Other

5.
6.
23.
*14.
+24.
#25.
#26.
#27.
16.
17.
Q1.
Q2.

CiCaaC
CuCuuC
CaCaaC
/CaCaaC/
CaCaaC + lay!
CaCiiC
CuCuuC + at
CiCaaC + at
CawaaCiC
CaCaa?iC
CaCaaCiC
CaCaaCiiC

1.
4.
#28.
11.
$13.
3.
9.
10.
20.
&15.
&21.

CuCaC
CiCaC
CaCaC
CiCaC + at
/CaCuC/
CuCuC
CaCaC + at
CuCaC + at
CuCaC + aa?
/CaCiCI + at
/CaCiC/ + aa?

2.
@12.
18.
19.
+22.
#29.

CuCC
CiCC + at
CiCC + aan
CuCC + aan
CaCC + lay/
CaCC

7. CuC1CiaC
8. CuCiCiaaC

Sigla:
#
*

$
&
+

@

Rare according to Wright
Metathesizes to ?aCCaaC
Metathesizes to ?aCCuC
Metathesizes to ?aCCiC
Underlying /ay! to [aa] by regular glide phonology
Usually has CiCC + aan doublet, according to Wright

The one analyticaldecisiondeservingnotice is the representationof plurals
pronounced[?aCC ...] as underlying/CaC. . .1. Following Levy (1971),
we posit a rule of stem-initialCa Metathesis,whichclarifiesthe structural
affinityof these forms. Thoughmorphologicallygoverned, Ca Metathesis
has fair generalityand is active in several aspectsof nominalmorphology;
see 5.4 below for furtherdiscussion.
The patternsare named for their characteristicprosody; all the forms
in (2a) begin with the iambic foot CvCwv+; the forms in (2b) are all
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CvCvC, which is the typical quantitativetrochee, a foot of two moras
with final consonant extrametricality(justifiedbelow); CvCC is the only
productive monosyllabic canon in the language (McCarthyand Prince
forthcoming a). The four classes are unequal in importance:patterns
(2c) and (2d) are of limited interest; the trochaicpattern (2b) has some
generality;and the iambicpattern(2a) is trulyproductive.It is the iambic
pattern,therefore,that deservesseriousexplication.To supportthis evaluation, we now offer the central findings of our lexical survey, working
upwardthroughthe scale of productivity.
The most narrowlyrestrictedpluralcanons are the CuCiCia(a)Cforms
(2d), which arise only from lexicalized active participlesCaaCiC (these
also form plurals in the iambic and trochaic patterns). Two typical examples:kaafil/kuffal'breadwinner';kaafirlkuffaar'infidel'.Forms CuCiCi
a(a)C account for about 30% of the masculine plurals (69/245) from
CaaCiC and virtuallynone of the feminines. It is therefore appropriate
to posit, with McCarthy(1983), a rule limited to masculineCaaCiCthat
spreadsthe medial consonantof the singularbackwardsto close the first
syllable, usurping its second mora. Schematically, the spreading rule
changes CvvCivC to CvCiCivC.The vowel melody of the singular is
replaced by /u-a/ which also appearsin other pluralsof similarsemantic
classes.Unpredictably,the vowel of the secondsyllableis often lengthened
(70% of our sample, 49/69).
The monosyllabicplural pattern (2c), usually suffixed with +at, +ay,
or +aan, is widespread,but at very low levels of frequencyin all classes,
indicatingnonproductivity.Overall, it accountsfor only 4% (95/2694)of
the triliteral broken plurals in our sample.3 It is tempting to treat this

patternas root-and-templatemorphology,but the cvid6nceis not compelling. The predominanceof suffixingin this class suggests a process of
presuffixalellipsis, which would then be exceptionless before the suffix
+aan when it appearsin broken plurals. Alternatively,one could regard
these suffixes as choosing a monosyllabicstem canon, along the lines of
Yokuts (Archangeli1983)or SouthernSierraMiwok(Smithand Hermans
1982; Smith 1985).
The one populatednonsuffixingform, CuCC, is almost entirelylimited
to deverbaladjectivesof color or bodily defect, a semanticclass that also
plays a role in the Arabic verbal system. Although in the masculine
I Quadriliteral nouns cannot
form monosyllabic broken plurals. This follows from the principle of melody conservation (McCarthy and Prince 1986) and the canons of Arabic syllable
structure - a single quadriconsonantal syllable (even with final consonant extrametricality)
is prosodically impossible.
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singular these adjectives normally have the pattern /CaCaC/ (surface
?aCCaC), the feminine singular has the same canonical monosyllable
CvCC shape as the plural: m. sg. 2ahmar,f. sg. hamr+aa 2, pl. humr
'red'. Thereforethe pluralcan be formedby imposingIuIvocalismon the
independentlyrequiredmonosyllabicstem allomorph.4
The trochaic pattern (2b) is widespreadand assumes an importantif
not exclusiverole in 3 distinctlexical niches:
Feminines CiCC+at and CuCC+at form pluralsCiCaC and CuCaC, respectively, about 75% of the time (138/184). Examples:
rukb+at/rukab'knee', lhikm+ atlhikam'maxim'.
Unsuffixedforms CvCvvC, with five distinct vocalizations,take the trochaic patternas the modal (commonest)plural,in the rangeof
50% in the large and various CaCiiC form-class(134/265) to
61%in CaCuuC(17/29). The choice amongthe varioustrochaic
pluralpatternsof these nouns is partlydeterminedon semantic
grounds;we take this up in Section 5.3. Examples:waziirlwuzar + aa? 'vizier', kitaablkutub'book', janaabP?aJnib+at
(from
/janib+at/) 'wing'.
The lexicalizedparticiplesCaaCiCtake the trochaicplural(CaCaC+ator
CuCaC+at, dependingon the phonologyof the root) at a rate
of 22% (54/245). This puts the trochaicplural about on a par
with the CuCiCia(a)Cform just discussed (28%, 69/245) and
the iambic pattern CawaaCiC(26%, 65/245), with 30 nouns
takingmore thanone of these pluralpatterns.Examples: taalibItalab+ at 'seeker; student', saaqiylsuqay+at'cupbearer'.
For these cases it appearsthat a root-and-templateapproachis appropriate. The template is the disyllabicquantitativetrochee (McCarthyand
Prince 1986, forthcomingb; Hayes 1987), comprisingtwo moras and two
syllables, with an extrametricalfinal consonant (that is, CvCv(C)). The
choice of vocalism is predictablein the feminines: it is just that of the
singular,with the vowel /a! suppliedto head the second syllable.
The iambic pattern is one that truly dominatesthe lexicon (examples
below in (4)). Triliteralnouns are built on four majorstem canons:CvCC,
CvCvC, CvCvvC,and CvvCvC;gender suffixationsplits each categoryin
I

Wright (1971: p. 200) reports that CvCaaCsingularsfrom medial w roots also form
monosyllabicplurals:nawaar,nuur (from Inuwrl)'a middle-aged,marriedwoman'. Our
lexical materialcontainsonly four nouns behavingin this way; the remainingtwentyor so
CvwaaCsingularsform expectediambicor trochaicplurals.
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two, with +0 for formal masculinesand +at for feminines. Of the eight
majorcanonicalclassesthus distinguished,the iambicpluralis overwhelmingly favored in four, which include all possible stem shapes:
83% of the populous unsuffixed monosyllabicnoun class CvCC form
iambicplurals(567/681). Of the remainder,66% have an iambic pluraldoublet (75/114).
81% of simpleunsuffixeddisyllablesCvCvCtake iambicplurals(174/213).
Of the remainder,54%have the iambicpluralas one of several
options (21139).
88% of femininesCvCvvC+ at take iambicplurals(148/168)(includinga
predictablealternantwith roots ending in a high glide). In all
of the remainderthe iambic plural is one option, usually in
competitionwith the femininesoundplural.Thereforethe iambic pluralhas complete coveragein this class.
97% of femininesCvvCvC+ at take iambicplurals(87/89).
Furthermore,the iambicpluralis importantin three of the remainingfour
triliteralclasses- CvCC+at, CvCvC+at,and CvvCvC- whereit competes
with the trochaicpattern. Only in the class of unsuffixedCvCvvCforms
is it insignificant,at 8% (35/447).
Finally, the iambic pattern is exclusivelyused for pluralizationin the
very large "quadriliteral"CvXCv(v)Cclass (whichincludestrue quadriliteral roots, bi- or triliterals with a derivationalprefix, and CvvCvvC
nouns). This class comprises between 1/4 and 1/3 of the nouns in our
sample, with 817 membersaltogether.
The resultsof our investigationsare summarizedby the followingtable:
(3)

Stem
CvCC

+at (feminine)
/

CvCvC

/

+0 (masculine)

CvCvvC
CvvCvC

X

CvXCv(v)C

!!

/

Sigla:
! All have iambicform as plural
Greaterthan 90% have iambicform as a plural
I Iambicpluralis significantcompetitor(20%-50%total)
X Iambicpluralinsignificant(less than 10%)
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The facts are clear: the challenge is to substantiatethe informalnotion
that a singlepatternunites all the classes groupedunderthe iambicrubric.

2.2. A Overviewof the Iambic PluralSystem
In (4) we display examples of broken pluralsfrom all the classes where
the iambicpluralis the dominantor sole form:
(4)

IambicBroken Plurals
Singular
a.
CvCC
nafs
qidh
hukm

nufuus
qidaah
/hakaaml

'soul'
'arrow'
'judgment'[?ahkaam]

CvCvC
?asad
rajul
iinab

2usuud
rijaal
/Nanaab/

'lion'
'man'
'grape'[?a?naab]

CvCvvC+ at
sahaab+ at
jaziir+ at
kariim+ at
haluub+ at

sahaa2ib
jazaa?ir
karaa?im
halaa2ib

'cloud'
'island'
'noble'
'milch-camel'

CvvCvC+ at
faakih+ at
?aanis+ at

fawaakih
2awaanis

'fruit'
'cheerful'

CvvCv(v)C
xaatam
jaamuus

xawaatim
jawaamiis

'signet-ring'
'buffalo'

CvCCv(v)C
jundub
sultaan

janaadib
salaatiin

'locust'
'sultan'

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Plural

The key invariantuniting these patterns is the initial iambic sequence
CvCvv+. (As noted above, superficiallyexceptionalformslike [2ahkaam]
and [%a%naab]
are metathetic.)Althoughthe definingiambicsequencehas
a clearly templaticcharacter,the familiarresourcesof root-and-template
morphologyare quite inadequateto the task of representingit. The fault
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lies not in the notion of template but in its presumeddependenceon the
consonantalroot; for the iambic plural systematicallyreflects aspects of
the singular that the consonantal root does not determine. (Although
Arabic templaticmorphologyis chiefly root-based, stem-basedtemplatic
formations,other than the broken plural, are also known; see McCarthy
(1979) and Bat-El (1989).)
Perhapsthe most familiarof the non-rootproperties"transferred"from
singularto plural (Hammond 1988) is the final-syllablevowel length in
forms where the firstsyllableis heavy:
(5)

Root

a. /jndb/
/sltnl
b. /xtrn/
/jmsl

Singular

Plural

jundub
sultaan
xaatam
jaamuus

janaadib
salaatiin
xawaatim
jawaamiis

'locust'
'sultan'
'signet-ring'
'buffalo'

The length of the vowel in the final syllableof the singularis carriedover
to the final syllable of the broken plural. This transferof vowel length
occursonly in singularswith an initial heavy syllable.
Beyond obvious transfer,there are two other notableways in whichthe
shape of the plural depends directly on the prosody of the input stem.
First, the number of syllables in the plural depends on the number of
moras in the base. Bimoraic stems form disyllabicplurals;longer stems
form trisyllabicplurals:
(6)

Root

Singular

Plural

Prosody of base

/nfs/
/Tnb/
/jndb/
/shb/

nafs
?inab
jundub
sahaab+ at

nufuus
/ianaab/
janaadib
sahaab

bimoraic
bimoraic
trimoraic
trimoraic

'soul'

'grape'
'locust'
'cloud'

Second, triconsonantalsingularswith a long vowel requirea defaultconsonant w, realized as ? under certainphonologicalconditions.The position
of the long vowel in the base determines the position of the default
consonantin the plural.A long vowel in the firstsyllableleads to secondsyllableinsertion;a second-syllablelong vowel leads to third-syllableinsertion. Thus, a-singularCvvCv(v)Ccorrespondsto a plural CvwvvCv(v)C;
a singularCvCvvCcorrespondsto a pluralCvCvvwvC:
(7)

Root

Singular

Plural

/xtml
/jms/
/shb/

xaatam
jaamuus
sahaab+ at

xawaatim
jawaamiis
/sahaawib/

'signet ring'
'buffalo'
'cloud' [sahaa?ib]
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All of these propertiesof canonicalform are carriedover in one way or
anotherfrom singularto plural,despitethe fact that the root itself contains
no informationabout canonical form. Equally absent from the root is
informationabout idiosyncraticpatterns of consonant spreading, which
hold of both singularand plural:
(8)

Root
Inwrf

/jlb/
/tn/

Singular

Plural

nuwwaar
jilbaab
tinniin

nawaawiir
jalaabiib
tanaaniin

'white flowers'
'a type of garment'
'sea monster'

Similarly,the fact that a root is reduplicatedratherthan spread, though
not encoded in the root itself, is rigorouslycarriedover to the plural:
(9)

Root

Singular

Plural

/zl/
/jd/

zalzal+ at
judjud

zalaazil
jadaajid

'earthquake'
'cricket(zool.)'

This kind of information - vowel quantity, number of syllables, consonant

spreading,or reduplicatedstatus- is exactlywhat the root abstractsaway
from. In the true root-and-templatederivationalmorphologyof the noun
and verb, only the root consonantismcarries over from one form to
another in a prosodicallydiverse set like {kitaab'book', kaatib 'writer',
katab 'wrote', kattab 'caused to write', kaatab 'corresponded',(?i)staktab
'dictated', ...}. The broken plural, then, cannot be obtained with the

ordinaryresourcesof root-and-templatemorphology.
The categoryroot is also morphologicallyinappropriateas the basis of
broken-pluralformation, since some derivationalaffixes are transferred
intact:
(10)

Affix
Im+I
Im+I

Root
Irhl/
/fthl

/1+!

/mOV

?umOul+ at

?amaaOil

'example'

lt+I

Iqdrl

Iy+I

/nb?/

1+ aan/

Isltl

taqdiir
yanbuu?
sultaan

taqaadiir
yanaabMi?
salaatiin

'calculation'
'spring'
'sultan'

Singular
marhal + at
miftaah

Plural
maraahil
mafaatiih

'stage'
'key'

Besides these affixes, the quasi-phonological 2 obtained by Ca Metathesis
(see section 5.4) can participate in broken plural formation under the right
conditions. The elative adjective 2akbar (from /kabarl by Metathesis)
'greater, greatest' has two plurals: sound 2akbar + uun in a purely adjectival sense and broken 2akaabirfor the lexicalized nominal 'grandees'.
A final argument for the impossibility of obtaining the broken plural
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from root-to-templatemappingcomes from the unusualphenomenonin
the Classicallanguage of the "plural-of-the-plural",
in which a plural is
formed from a stem that is itself a broken plural. (Accordingto Wright
(1971: 232), the plural-of-the-pluralcan be used when "the objects denoted are at least nine in number, or when their numberis indefinite.")
Considerthese examples:
(11)

Pluralof the Plural
Root Sg.
Pi.
Pi./Pi.
Pl.IPl.lPI.
a. klb
kalb
?aklub ?akaalib
/kalub/
b. frq
firq+ at firaq ?afraaq 7afaariiq
/faraaq/

'dog'
'sect'

The immediatepluralof kalb is /kalub/whichmetathesizesto 2aklub.The
consonant 2, inserted to fill the empty onset created by Ca metathesis,is
treated on a par with any other stem consonant when plural formation
reapplies. Similarly with firq, where the doubly derived plural-of-theplural-of-the-plural 2afaariiq takes as input the metathesized plural-ofthe-plural 2afraaq. Final-syllable vowel length in the trisyllabic plurals is

transferred,of course, from the (already plural) base - and this vowel
length comes from the prior pluralizationprocess, not from the singular,
much less from the root.
These observationsestablishthat the iambicpluralis related directlyto
the actualstem from which it is formed, not to the root of that stem. But
the relationshipcannot be treated as simple holistic accommodationto a
template. Under the Template SatisfactionCondition(TSC), formulated
earlierin (ii), all templaticconstraintsare held to be obligatory;in Arabic
root-and-templatemorphology this is demonstrablytrue, even in CVbased theories, where the TSC cannot be imposed as a universal.5Yet
the iambicpluralsincludeboth two- and three-syllableforms with diverse
patternsof vowel length; no single templatecan obligatorilyincludethem
both.
The problemis that there are two distinctsystemsof invariance:within
the plural, the iambic invariant;and between the singular and plural,
the various "transferred"structuralproperties. Only the within-plural

I For example, the,realizationof the ArabicCVCVCtemplatewith the biliteralroot /sm/
by spreadingthe final consonantto yield samam shows that the TSC must be obligatory
for templaticsystems in CV-basedtheories. But the realizationof the Tagalog CVCCV
reduplicativetemplate in balik-balik'come back (continuative)'shows that the TSC also
cannotbe universalin such theories,since a medialC remainsunfilled.
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invariant is templatic; the singular-pluralinvarianceis more like what
happens in straightforwardaffixation.
Under the TSC, a template can only include those elements that are
requiredin every expressionof the morphemeat hand. It follows that the
plural template must be the canonicaliambic foot (here realized necessarily as CvCw, as we explain later), which directly expresses the plural
invariantand includes no mention of irrelevant"optional"material. In
order to generalize over mono- and disyllabicinput, we must apply the
template not to the entire stem but only to the first two moras of the stem.

From this limitation, all transfereffects will follow.
The formal details are pursued below, but even without them, it is
possible to see how the analysisachieves its results:
Consider first a monosyllablelike nafs, pl. nufuus 'soul'. Its first two
morasare naf. Mappingthem onto the iambictemplatein such
a way as to satisfy the basic syllabicrequirementof Arabic syllablesmust have onsets -, while replacingthe vowel melody
with /ul producesnufuu. In the context of the base form, this
gives nufuus.

In a bimoraicdisyllablelike 2asad 'lion', the first two moras are 2asa.
The mappingproceeds as with nafs, yielding Pusuuto satisfy
the template. 2usuud is the complete form in context.
For jundub 'locust', the first two moras are jun. Of the plural vowel
melody Ia-iI, the /a! spreadsover the template, yieldingjanaa.
The prosodicallyunaffectedportion of the word picks up the
lil giving dib. Taken together, we have janaadib.
For sultaan 'sultan', the first two moras are sul. Proceedingexactly as
with jundub, the templaticsegment sul emerges as salaa, and
the extra-templaticfinal syllablebecomes tiin absorbingthe lil
of the pluralmelody /a_iI to give the plural valaatiin.
The two-moralimitationisolates the substringthat changes, leaving prosodically unchanged the part that transfersintact. Discussion of formal
matters,additionalexemplification,and independentsupportare all dealt
with below in section 3.
2.3 Further Evidence of Iambicity

Centralto our accountis the observationthat the iambicpluralis the only
broadly-based,productivemode of pluralformationin the language.Thus
far, this point has been arguedon the basis of evidence from the popul-
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ation statistics of the lexicon. Three further arguments establish the productivity of the iambic pattern.
The diminutive is an entirely productive, almost perfectly regular derivational process that is canonically nearly identical to the iambic plural.
Compare the examples in (12):
(12)
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Diminutives
Noun
CvCC
nafs
qidh
hukm

Plural

Diminutive

nufuus
qidaah
/hakaaml

nufays + at
qudayh
hukaym

'soul'
arrow
'judgment'

CvCvC
?asad
rajul
linab

?usuud
rijaal
/Sanaab/

?usayd
rujayl
?unayb

'lion'
'man
'grape'

CvCvvC + at
sahaab + at sahaa2ib
jazaa?ir
jaziir + at
kariim + at karaa2im
haluub + at halaa?ib

suhayyib
juzayyir
kurayyim
hulayyib

'cloud'
'island'
'noble'
Imilch-camel'

CvvCvC + at
faakih + at fawaakih
2aanis + at ?awaanis

fuwaykih
?uwaynis

'fruit'
cheerful'

CvvCv(v)C
xaatam
jaamuus

xuwaytim
juwaymiis

'signet-ring'
'buffalo'

junaydib
sulaytiin

'locust'
'sultan'

xawaatim
jawaamiis

CvCCv(v)C
janaadib
jundub
sultaan
salaatiin

The diminutive differs from the iambic pluiral only in the vocalization
of the first and second (therefore templatic) syllables: diminutive u+ay
contrasts with plural a+i. All other aspects of plural formation are replicated in the diminutive as well - in particular, the plural data in (5-10),
demonstrating transfer of various stem properties, are paralleled exactly
in the diminutive, showing that the diminutive too is incompatible with
simple mapping of root to template.
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The particularsignificanceof the diminutiveis that it adopts the iambic
mode of formationvirtuallywithout exception. Even individualnouns or
noun patternsthat never take iambicpluralsdo form diminutiveson the
iambicpattern
(13)

Noun

Plural

Diminutive

hind
kaafil
kaafir
rukb+ at
hikm + at
waziir
kitaab

hind + aat
kuffal
kuffaar
rukab
hikam
wuzar+ aa?
kutub

hunayd+ at
kuwayfil
kuwayfir
rukayb+ at
hukaym+ at
wuzayyir
kutayyib

'woman'sname'
'breadwinner'
'infidel'
'knee'
'maxim'
'vizier'
'book'

The vitality of the iambic pluralpatternis thereforeconfirmed:identical
morphologicalresourcesare exercisedin the indisputablyproductiveand
general diminutive,even in cases where iambicityis not an option in the
plural.
A second structuralargumentfor the core statusof iambicpluralization
comes from the plural-of-the-pluralphenomenon. The plural-of-the-plural, if broken, is normallyiambic, even when the base noun itself takes a
non-iambicplural, and, strikingly,even when the simple plural is of a
shapethat wouldnormallyresistthe iambicplural.The followingexamples
illustratethese points:
(14)

Singular

Pi.

Pi./PI.

dilaM
Suqaab
jamal

?adluM
iuqb+ aan
jimaal

?adaaliM
Saqaabiin
jamaa?il

'rib'
'eagle'
'he-camel'

dila? and ?uqaab form trochaic(metathesizing)and monosyllabicplurals,
respectively,yet they assimilateto the iambicpatternin the plural-of-theplural. The simple pluraljimaal is a masculinenoun CvCvvC,a type that
very rarelytakes an iambicplural.Nevertheless,its plural-of-the-plural
is
iambic.This shows that the iambicpluralhas regular,defaultstatuswithin
the domain of broken pluralization,in much the same way that external
suffixationhas defaultstatuswithinthe whole categoryof nouns. Deverbal
nouns bypass the entire broken-pluralsystem (just as denominal verbs
bypass the ablaut system of English: grandstanded); similarly, broken
plurals- as stems - bypassthe lexically-restrictedtrochaicand monosyllabic subsystemsof pluralization.The iambic plural is unambiguouslythe
productivepattern, in that it alone appliesto derivedforms.
The finalargumentfor the centralityand productivityof iambicpluraliz-
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ation comes from the treatmentof loanwords.We have not studied the
treatmentof loans systematicallyin our Modern StandardArabic lexical
material,althoughit is immediatelyapparentthat loanwordsalwaysform
iambic plurals even when the singularsare canonicallyconsistent with
other modes of pluralization.Smeaton (1973) reports the results of a
comprehensivestudy of loans in a conservativeSaudi Bedouin dialect.
The broken plurals of loans are always formed on the iambic pattern,
even though other options are available in this dialect. In the following
examples, we have changed Smeaton's transcriptionto conform to our
own conventionsand have abstractedawayfrom the superficialphonology
of the dialect:
(15)

Singular
bass
bult
rayl
huub (/huwb/)
hafiiz
dariig+ at
baarii
muutur
xaaguug+ at
bansil
bistin
6ingaal
dirwaaz+ at

Plural
busuus
buluut
?aryaal
?ahwaab
hafaayiz
daraayig
bawaarii
mawaatir
xawaasiig
banaasil
basaatin
canaagiil
daraawiiz

'bus'
'bolt'
'rail'
'hub'
'office'
'window(Persian)'
'bar'
'motorvehicle'
'spoon (Persian)'
'pencil'
'piston'
'fork (Persian)'
'gate (Persian)'

The complete generalityof the iambic plural is apparentfrom these examples, which range over all the stem canons.

3.

THE

IAMBIC

PLURAL

AND

DIMINUTIVE

IN DETAIL

Our purpose now is to provide a comprehensiveformal specificationof
the mechanismsof iambicplural,and by extensiondiminutive,formation.
We first take up the majortheoreticalprerequisitesto the analysis,prosodic specificationof a domain and the overwritingof one vowel melody
by another. We then apply these results to the detailed analysisof the
iambicplural. Finally, we provide independentsupportwithin the language for two importantfeatures of the description,the bimoraicminimal
word and the iambictemplate.
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3.1. Prosodic Specificationof the MorphologicalBase
Morphologicalprocessesusuallyoperateon a base that is definedin purely
morphologicalterms: e.g., suffix the plural morpheme to a noun stem.
Even most kinds of reduplicationand templaticmorphology,though formerly regarded as "base-dependent"(Aronoff 1976), exhibit only morphologicalbase dependency:copy and associatethe stem melody;link the
Arabic root to a template. Phonological processes in the lexicon also
typicallytake units of morphologicalstructureas the domainin whichthey
operate, as with cyclicand edge-dependentrules. In certaincircumstances,
however, rules deviate systematicallyfrom this normalstate of affairsby
callingon phonologicalcriteriato furtherdelineatethe base or the domain
to which they apply. In this section we develop a theory of phonological
circumscriptionof the morphologicalbase, offering a formal accountsufficientlydetailed to supportthe analysisof Arabic.6
Rules of phrasalphonologyprovidea clear case of phonologicalcircumscription, because their domains are obtained from a combination of
grammaticaland prosodicinformation(Selkirk1984interalia). Withinthe
lexicon - and thereforenearer to present concerns- a key instanceis the
use of extrametricalityto redefinethe location of an edge for purposesof
a given rule or set of rules. According to the usual understanding,a
single phonologicalconstituent- segment, mora, syllable, foot - may be
designatedas extrametricalat an edge (Hayes 1982;Harris1983), subtracting it from the morphologicaldomain that the rules reckon with. Extrametricalityhas been extensively studied in phonology; we claim that it
can be seen as well in the most commonlyencounteredvarietyof infixing
morphology,turningprefixesand suffixesinto infixes that stand one unit
from an edge (McCarthyand Prince 1986, forthcomingb).
As a first step toward explicatingthe general phenomenonof prosodic
circumscriptionof bases, let us develop an account of extrametricality.
We need to clarifywhat it meansto have an operation,eitherphonological
or morphological,apply under an extrametricalityconstraint.Our tactic
will be to characterizethe analysisof the base implicit in the notion of
extrametricality,and then to show how this analysis,when made explicit,
allows us to generalizethe ordinarynotion of "operationon a base".
First, the implicitanalysisof the base. We need to recognizea function
which, given a base B, will pick out the part of B that is characterizedby
the extrametricalityconstraint. The function will return the designated
6 Some aspects of our approachto formalizingthe theory of prosodicspecificationhave
been influencedby Hoeksema'snotion of a "head operation"(Hoeksema 1985; see also
Pollard1984, Bach 1979:p. 516; 1984).
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constituent C that sits at the edge E of the base B. Call the function
cF(C,E); let us write the result of applyingthe function to a base B as
B:F(C, E), or B:D for short. Thus, when a final syllable is rendered
is the actual final syllableof B.
extrametricalin a given base B, B:AD
The function CF induces a factoringon the base B, dividingit into two
parts: one is B:FD,the part characterizedby the constraint(C, E); the
other is the residue, the part of B outside B:'F, which we will write B/,k,
recruitingAjdukiewicz'sfamiliar"fractional"notation for our purposes.7
Defining an operator '*' that gives the relation holding between the two
tween the two factorsin B, usuallyleft- or right-concatenation,we write:
(16)

FactoringImposed by PhonologicalConstraint
B= B:?(D*

B/CF

This simplygives us a way of showinghow the criterion(C, E) divides up
the base. In Latin stress, for example, where a final syllableis extrametrical, we have CF(o,Right); if B is the word spatula, B:CF= la and B/C=
spatu. In this case, the operator"*' concatenatesB:CFto the rightof B/AD.
Withthis notion of factoringin hand,we can 'lift'the prosodicconstraint
from the level of the base to the level of operationsapplyingto the base.
Let O(X) be a phonological or morphologicaloperation defined on a
base X. We define O/F - the same operation, but conditioned by the
extrametricalityof (C, E) - in the followingway:
(17)

Definition of OperationApplying under Extrametricality
OAC(B) = B:CF* O(B/(F)

To apply 0 to B under extrametricalityis just to apply 0 to B/CF,concatenating the result with B:CFin the same way ('*') that the residue B/CF
concatenates with B:CFin the base B. In this way the operation O/CF
inheritseverythingthat linguistictheorytells us about0, except its domain
of application.
For Latin stress, the operation 0 is right-to-left assignment of bimoraic

feet. Pluggingour exampleword into (17), and using bracketsto indicate

7 The notationB:(4 abbreviateswhatwouldbe writtenas 1D(C,
E, B) in standardfunctional

notation,whichwe eschew in aid of perspicuity.
Our use of the Ajdukiewicznotation should not be confused with that of Categorial
Grammar,where it is used to define syntacticalcategories. (We are grateful to Diana
Archangelifor recommendingthis clarification.)Categorialformalizationsof some of the
Broselowand McCarthy(1984)proposalscan be foundin Schmerling(1983) and Hoeksema
andJanda(1988),the latterprovidingan unusuallyrichframeworkfor morphologicaldescription.
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foot-constituency,we have (18):
(18)

04

(spatula)

* 0 (spatula/4)
* 0 (spatu)
*
[spa'tu]

spatula:F
la
= la
= [spatu]la
=
=

Notice that the displayin (18) is not a "derivation"in the usual sense,
but simplya sequence of clarificationsthroughwhichthe meaningof each
expressionis broughtout.
In the realm of morphologicaloperations, a parallelis providedby the
kind of infixationfound with the Tagalog morpheme-um-, which marks
actor focus in a certain class of verbs. The infix appears after the first
consonantof the base: fromtawag 'call', the perfectivetumawag is formed.
This, we suggest,is a case of prefixationunderinitialconsonantextrametricality. Indeed, if there is no initial consonant, um is just a prefix. Since
the extrametricalelement is the word-initialconsonant, the function (t
has its parametersset to (Consonant,Left). By equation (16), we have,
for the factoringof the base:
(19)

tawag = tawag:D * tawag/

=

t * awag

Let UM- be the operation of prefixing um to a base. The operation
UM/Ik then applies accordingto the definition(17):
(20)

UM-/,k (tawag) = tawag:F * UM-(tawag/4)
=t
* UM-(awag)

=t
=

* um awag

tumawag

Initial-consonantextrametricalitytherefore excludes the first C from the
domainto which morphologicalconcatenationapplies, as desired.
Extrametricalityis subtractive,identifyingthe domainof a rule with the
residue left when a constituentis factoredout. Less familiar,but no less
widespread, is the use of a prosodic constraintto positively identify a
rule's domain. This is fundamentalto the way that iambic plural and
diminutivemorphologyis imposed in Arabic. Here we will establishthe
basic formal and typologicalcharacteristicsof the phenomenon.
One straightforwardexample, whose relevance to the Arabic case can
hardly be missed, comes from Ulwa (Southern Sumu), a language of
Nicaragua.Informationon this languageis due to Hale and LacayoBlanco
(1988);its theoreticalsignificancewas firstnoted by Brombergerand Halle
(1988). Ulwa markspossessionin nouns by a suffixor by an infix, depend-
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ing on the phonology of the base (Hale and Lacayo Blanco 1988, vii).
Possession by the 3rd person singularis exemplified in (21); the other
person/numberaffixes are placed in the same position.8
(21)

Ulwa ConstructState
Base

Possessed

a. al
bas
kii

al-ka
bas-ka
kii-ka

'man'
'hair'
'stone'

b. sana
amak
sapaa

sana-ka
amak-ka
sapaa-ka

'deer'
'bee'
'forehead'

c. suulu
kuhbil
baskarna

suu-ka-lu
kuh-ka-bil
bas-ka-karna

'dog'
'knife'
'comb'

d. siwanak
siwa-ka-nak
anaalaaka anaa-ka-laaka
karasmak karas-ka-mak

4root'

'chin'
'knee'

The variouspossessive markersgo right after the first iambic foot of the
base. They appearas suffixeswhen the entire base is a single iamb, either
monosyllabic (21a) or disyllabic (21b), and as infixes when the base is
longer than one foot (21c, d). As usual, the iambicfoot consistsof a light
syllablefollowed by a heavy syllable, two light syllables,or a single heavy
syllable. (Since monomoraicfeet are prohibitedin the unmarkedcase, it
is to expected that there are no monomoraicbases, a predictionborne
out in the lexical materialcollected by Hale and Lacayo Blanco.) Stress
in the languagereflectsthe iambicfoot pattern:it falls on the firstsyllalable
if heavy, and on the second syllable when the first is light; the only
complication is that it shifts to the initial syllable in disyllables. The
possessive suffixes like -ka, then, when applied to longer stems, concatenate to the leftmostiambicfoot in the base ratherthan to the whole base

8

The infix -ka- also appears in nouns specified by a demonstrative, as in aaka al-ka 'this
man'. For this reason, Hale and Lacayo Blanco call the ka-marked form the "construct
state". The other possessive suffixes are -ki '1 sg.', -ma- '2 sg.', -ni- '1 incl.', -kina- '1 excl.',
-mana- '2 pl.', and -kana- '3 pl.'. We have found a few exceptional affix-placements, typically
suffixation to the whole base: kruhbu-ka 'ocelot', paapangh-ka 'father', ta-ka-pas 'mouth',
Ulwah-ka 'Ulwa', kubalamh-ka, kubalamhlamh-ka 'butterfly'. Thanks to Ken Hale for supplying us with additional material on this language.
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as a morphologicalentity. The prosodic criterionthat factors the base is
(FI, Left), where FI is the iambicfoot. The function('(Fj, L) will pick out
the initial iambic sequence of the base, giving the factoringof 'knee' in
(22) by definition(16):
(22)

karasmak = karasmak:FD* karasmak/fD
= karas
* mak

Here the operationmust apply to the prosodicallycharacterizedsegment
BA: ratherthan to its residue. The formaldefinitionexactlyparallelsthat
of OAD.We define an operation O:FD,one that applies to a prosodic
domain within a base, as follows:
(23)

Definition of OperationApplyingunder
Positive ProsodicCircumscription
O:4F (B) = O(B:cD) * B/D

To apply an operation 0 under prosodic circumscriptionto a base B is,
by definition, to apply that operation to B:'D, the segment of the base
characterizedby the prosodicconstraint,joiningthe resultwith the residue
B/D in the same way ('*') that B:D and B/cDare joined in B itself. As
with O/, the operationO:cDinheritsall the formalcharacteristicsof the
unqualifiedoperation0.
For the Ulwa possessive/construct,the operation is "suffix -kalkinal
ni/etc.", limited to the leftmost foot. Writing -KA for the operation, we

have, for the word 'knee' factoredin (22), the followingapplication:
(24)

* karasmak/,D
-KA:cD(karasmak)= -KA(karasmak:cD)
= -KA(karas)
= karaska
= karaskamak

* mak
* mak

Since prosodiccircumscriptionis formallyrelated to extrametricality,it
is naturalto ask whetherits effects can also be seen in phonology. Stress
theory, the homeland from which extrametricalityemerged, provides a
plausible candidate:the appearanceof special prosody at the edges of
words, typically encoded in non-iterativerules that deploy a single foot
either initiallyor finally.If an ordinaryiterativestress rule is subjectedto
prosodiccircumscription,then it can appearto be non-iterative,since its
actualdomainis so narrow(cf. van der Hulst 1984:165). Thus, a language
which has only penultimatestress in the lexical phonologymay be specifically limiting an ordinaryiterative foot-buildingprocess to the rightmost
disyllabicsegmentof the word. Englishprovidesanotherkind of example,
for in that languagequantity-sensitivityshows up only at the edges of the
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stress-domain(cf. Hayes 1982), plausiblya restrictionof quantity-sensitive
rules to a circumscribedsubdomainchosen at edges. Commonlyencountered generalrestrictionson the location of stress with respectto an edge,
such as the familiarDreisilbengesetz (the limitation of stress to one of
the last three syllables, as in e.g., Modern Greek), may reflect prosodic
circumscriptionas well as pure prosody. However, since our dominant
immediate concern is with the morphology of circumscription, we will not

explore the phonologicalquestion here.
Affix-placementeffects quite similarto those in Ulwa have been noted
in reduplication.In Samoan and Chamorro,reduplicationinserts a light
syllablein prestressposition. Stressis typicallypenultimatein Chamorro,
invariablyso in Samoan (which treats each vowel as a separate syllable
phonologically);for trisyllabicand longer bases, this leads to infixation:
(25)
ReduplicativeAffixationto a ProsodicallyDelimited Domain
a. ChamorroContinuative9
saga
sa[saga]
'stay'
egga
e[2egga]
'watch'
huga'ndo
huga[gando]
'play'
bidan+ fniha bidan+ fii[fiihaj
'what they did; their doing'
inaligaio+ fia inali + ga[gao + nia] 'whathe looked for; his searching'
b.

SamoanPlural
taa
ta[taaj
n6fo
no[nofo]
alofa
alo[lofa]
galue
galu[lue]
savali sava[vali]

'strike'
'sit'
'love'
'work'
'walk'

Followingthe lead of Broselow(1983:338) and Broselowand McCarthy
(1984), we analyzethis as prefixationto the rightmost,main-stressedfoot
of the word. In Samoan, where all syllables are (C)V, the reduplicative
prefix can just be a syllable; Chamorro,with a richer syllable inventory,
requiresthe prefix to be specified as light. The Salishanlanguagesshow
a range of similarphenomena (McCarthyand Prince forthcomingb). In
all such cases, the sometimeinfixis a prefixto a prosodicallycharacterized
base; any residual material outside the actual base B:D is outside the
scope of the operation, leading to infixationwheneverthe residue B/KD
is
non-null.
Writing1- for the operationof prefixinga syllabletemplate,the Samoan
9 Thanks to Sandra Chung for help with the glosses.
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infixing case comes about from the following applicationsof definitions
(16) and (23):
(26)

E-:? (alofa) = 1-(alofa:AD)* alofa/tD

= -(lofa)

*a

= lolofa

*a

= alolofa

The Ulwa, Samoan, and Chamorrocases display a property that is
entirelycharacteristicof prosodiccircumscriptionof the base: the prosodic
criterionalwaysselects the minimalbase of the language.In the examples
just discussed,the minimalbase is descriptivelycoextensivewith the foot.
This is no accident. The prosodic hierarchy,as a principleof representational well-formedness,guaranteesthat words are made of feet, feet of
syllables,syllablesof moras.The minimalexpansionof the categoryword,
which we will denote by Wmin, therefore consists of a single foot. With
this in mind, we propose that positive prosodic specificationof the base
to which a rule applies is limited by the followingconstraint:
(27)

WminConstraint.Positive prosodic circumscriptionof a base

may only appeal to the category Minimal Word. That is, in
0:(D(C, E), C = Wmin.

Considerationsof prosodictheory lead to furtherconclusionsabout the
nature of the Wmincategory. From numerousempiricalstudies, we know
that the lower limit on the size of an unmarkedstressedfoot is 2 moras.
Quantity-sensitive systems, iambic or trochaic, stronglyavoid monomoraic feet, and quantity-insensitivesystems, where each syllable may be
regardedas monomoraic,stronglyavoid monosyllabicfeet. 10The minimal
unmarkedfoot, then, is 2 moras. The logic of markednessentails that
simple referenceto a unit calls the unmarkedinstanceof that unit. Prosodic constraintsare thereforeframedin terms of unmarkedunits, and we
deduce that whenever grammarinvokes the minimal word condition, it
10 In Hayes (1987), this observationis elevatedto a principleabsolutelyexcludingmonomoraic stressedfeet. This move, althoughappealing,encountersvariousempiricalproblems.
On the one hand, it prohibitsobservedpatternslike that of Maranungku(Hayes 1987), a
left-to-rightquantity-insensitive
trochaicsystemwhere final odd-numberedsyllablesare reported to be stressed (e.g., [langka][rate][ti]).On the other hand, it excludes derivationinternal monomoraicfeet which are later modified, like those of English (Hayes 1982),
CaireneArabic(McCarthy1979), or Yup'ik(Hewitt 1989). It maywell be that monomoraic
feet haveto be admittedas a markedoption,withsurfacerealizationas stressedor unstressed
governedby principlesof eurhythmysuch as those discussedin Prince (1983) and Hayes
(1985).
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sets 2 moras as the lower limit on word size. This consequence appears
to be well-supportedin a wide varietyof languages,rangingfrom Estonian
(Prince 1980)to Japanese(Ito 1988) to Arabic, as we show below (section
3.4).

Minimalizationmay extend over more than one level in the prosodic
hierarchy.The minimal word must be a single foot; but the foot itself
may or may not also be minimalized.This distinctionwill manifestitself
wheneverthere are several possible expansionsto the foot. Hypocoristics
and truncatedvocativestypicallyuse a Wmintemplate;crosslinguisticvariation in the gross syllabic structureof such forms is due not only to the
familiardifferencesin foot-types,but also to the degree of minimalization.
In English, for example, hypocoristicsare formed on the model of the
monosyllabicword (McCarthyand Prince 1986, forthcomingb). The template's single bimoraicsyllable is the minimalfoot as well as the minimal
word, so that minimalizationextendsall the way down the prosodichierarchy. In Yup'ik(Woodbury1985), on the other hand, the proximalvocative
templateis a singleiambicfoot, whichmaybe freelytakento be one or two
syllables;here the wordis minimalizedonly to the foot level. (Examplesof
the English and Yup'ik phenomena appear below in (58).) Arabic will
not provide us with examples that distinguishone-level from all-level
minimalization,since the minimalword is fixed at two moras.
In the cases examinedso far, affixationto a prosodicallyspecifiedbase
leads to infixation,an eye-catchingorder effect. In reduplication,where
the copying component of the operation is inherently sensitive to base
phonology,prosodiccircumscriptioncan to lead to subtler,but ultimately
no less strikingconsequences.Importantevidence bearingon the nature
of prosodic specificationwas first noted by Nash (1979; 1980: 144) in a
discussionof the problemof Yidinyreduplication.The key data are exemplified here:
(28)

YidinyReduplication'
Singular

Plural

mulari
jugarba
gindalba
kalampaRa

mula+ mulari
jugar+ jugarba-n
gindal+ gindalba
kala + kalampaRa

'initiatedman'
'have an unsettledmind'
'lizardspecies'
'Marchfly'

Yidinyreduplicationexhibits a special kind of dependenceon the form
of the base. The base mulariis syllabifiedas /mu.la.ril; the affiliationof
"' The symbol R spells the retroflex continuant. All data are from Dixon (1977), a major
descriptive and analytic study of the language.
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r with the third syllable of the base is what preventsit from being copied
- compare jugar + jugarba-n, whose base is /ju.gar.ba/. The base gindalba

is syllabifiedas /gi.ndal.ba/; the 1 belongs to the second syllable of the
base and thereforeit can be copied. The base kalampaRais syllabifiedas
/ka.la.mpa.RaIbecause all homorganicnasal-stopclustersare tautosylla
bic, or perhapsnot clustersat all, as Nash (1979) argues;this form therefore reduplicateslike mulari.
The curiouspropertyof Yidinyreduplicationis the way that the syllabification of the base is carried over, as if the initial disyllabicsequence
were copied whole. A large amountof descriptiveresearchhas failed to
turnup a reduplicativeprocessthat unambiguouslycopies a single syllable
(Moravcsik 1978). There are no known cases where, under the same
rule, a form like ta.ka reduplicatesas ta + taka and a form like tak.ta as
tak + takta.The actualpossibilitiesare ta- for both, with the prefixin the
shape of a light syllable, or tak- for both, with the prefix specified as a
heavy syllable(or just a syllable). Indeed, this very findinglies behind the
developmentof the templatic approachto reduplication(Marantz1982).
In templaticreduplication,the syllabic characterof the affix determines
all structuralpropertiesof the result, whereasthe syllabiccharacterof the
base contributesnothing. Yidinyprovidesus with a strikingcounterexample to the empiricalgeneralization.Why then shouldreduplicationappear
to copy two syllablesbut never just one?
Our explanationis that the disyllabicfoot of Yidinyis the actualdomain
of reduplication.'2The foot is quite literallythe minimalbase of Yidiny,
since no stem may be monosyllabic.The Yidiny reduplicativeprefix attaches to the minimalbase within the actualbase, reduplicatingthe minimal base just as if it were an authenticmorphologicalunit. Only material
contained in the minimalbase - the first two syllables of the stem - is
availablefor copying. Normal reduplication,withoutbase specification,
quite freely changes syllabic affiliations and would derive forms like
*mular+ mulari.Indeed, in the remotelyrelatedlanguageLardil(Wilkinson 1986), which uses a similar form of prefix, we find exactly that:
parel + pareli, *pare + pareli. Only the prosodic characterization of the

base as minimal,specificto the grammarof Yidiny,preventsthis.
Since the whole of the minimalbase is reduplicated,the Yidinyreduplicative affix can be regardedas W, or total reduplication,a form of com12 Nash (1979; cf. Nash (1980:139)) proposes that the actual Yidiny operation is a foot-copying
transformation, an impossibility in our theory, although foot reduplication by autosegmental
spreading had been proposed in McCarthy (1979). Nash (1980: p. 144) alludes to an analysis
somewhat closer to the one developed here.
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pounding. WritingW- for the operation of prefixinga word template, a
typicalYidinyform is derived as follows:
(29)

W-:FD(mulari) = W-(mulari:4D)* mulari/4)

- W-(mula)

* ri

= mulamula
- mulamulari

* ri

In Lardil,it is the prefix, not the domain, that is characterizedas Wmrin
The largest segment of the base melody pareli that satisfiesthe minimal
word requirement is parel.13 Given that the unmarked word-shape of the
languageis exactly the foot-long Wm..i,it should follow from markedness

theory that unadornedreference to W- is implicitlyreference to Wmin.
Thus, both Lardil and Yidiny can have the prefix W-, understood via
markednessto call Wmin-. The two languagesdiffer only in that Yidiny
adopts prosodiccircumscriptionas well.
The minimalbase has also been found to serve as the locus for a kind
of templaticor superpositionalmorphologymuch more obviouslylike the
Arabic broken plural. The Cupeno habilitative, studied by Hill (1970)
and McCarthy(1984), provides a clear example. The facts are in (30),
where squarebracketsindicatefoot-edges:
(30)

CupenloHabilitative
Verb Stem

a. [CMl]

Habilitative

'a?a?al

[tow]

t'?a?w

h[lY6p]
k4[law]

hlYa?o?Qp
kQld?a?aw

b. [pacik]

'husk'
'see'
'hiccup'
'gatherwood'

pai6iiik

'leach acorns'

[cajnow]

c1JnomPw

'be angry'

c. [pin3?wax]
[xaloyow]

pin;vwox
x6layaw

'sing enemy songs'
'fall'

d. ci

I'gather'
hui?
vayu

'fart'
'want'

hu
kiyu

Descriptively, the generalizationis that, for consonant-finalwords, the
13 McCarthyand Prince (1986) show that satisfactionof templaticconstraintsis typically
maximalin that the affix subsumesthe largest substringof the base melody meeting the
templaticrequirement.
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habilitativeis formed by expanding the stress foot to three syllables in
length. The location of stress in stems is lexically determined,according
to Hill (1970). If the foot is monosyllabic(30a), two syllablesare added;
if disyllabic(30b), one syllable is added; and if already trisyllabic(30c),
the habilitativeis the same as the base. The data in (30d) show that vowelfinal words are not subjectto this process.
McCarthy(1984) analyzes this phenomenon as accommodationof the
base to a trisyllabicfoot template.14But the base to which this process
applies is not purely morphologicalin character;material outside the
actual stress-foot of the word is irrelevant, so that ko[ldw], with final
stress, goes to kldR?a9aw,not *kold?aw.The foot-maximizingtemplate is
superimposedon the foot - the minimalbase - within the morphological
stem. The template-mappingoperation therefore applies under (F(C, E),
where C is the minimalword category, as predictedby constraint(27).
The Cupeflo habilitative also supplies evidence on how the function
(F(Wmin,E) interpretsits factoringmission. The process resemblesArabic
iambic plural and diminutiveformationin that it selects a minimal-wordsized segment as the domain of templatic morphology. In Cupeflo (or
Yidiny, for that matter), the selected segment is an actual foot of the
word, but in Arabic the surfacestressingis irrelevantto the (F-parseof a
form - only the moraic structurecounts. There are two possible sources
for this difference. First, the edge specificationin (F may be opposite to
that of foot formation,so that there is no foot at the edge where (F seeks
one. Second, the morphologicalprocesses dependingon (F may apply to
representationson which feet have not yet been imposed. The Cupeino
habilitativeis clearly formed after stress has been assigned; the Arabic
processesplausiblyapplyin stratabefore the relativelysuperficialdetermination of word stress. Significantly,no known processes of Classicalor
StandardArabic phonology are stress-dependent;and in modern Arabic
dialects, with an essentiallyidenticalgrammarof the iambicplural,stresssensitive phonological rules and indeed stress itself are applied to the
output of broken pluralformation.Thus, the orderingof iambicpluralization prior to stress assignmentaccordsfully with the facts. Either condition - specificationof the opposite edge, or ordering morphological
processes before foot assignment- leads to the following conclusion:in
the presenceof relevantprosodicstructure,(Fwill select the actualelement

14 Why is the trisyllablerecognizedas a legitimatecategory?The Cupenlo
templatemay be
the maximalprosodicunit of the language:one (necessarilybinary)foot+ one extrametrical
syllable,whichitself ends in an extrametricalconsonant.
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that satisfiesits parameters.In the absenceof relevantstructure,(Fis free
to parse the desired constituentfrom the underspecifiedbase.
Circumscriptionis an activiststrategythat allows the longer bases in a
languageto be treated on the model of the minimalbase, preservingthe
key phonological and morphologicalproperties that happen to coincide
in prosodicallyminimal forms. An equally significanteffect of prosodic
circumscriptionis preciselyto disallowgeneralizationbeyondthe minimal:
to demand the coincidence of foot and word as a preconditionfor rule
application.In English, for example, irregularverb allomorphyis entirely
restrictedto monosyllabicstems, the fully minimalword structureof the
language. Comparativeand superlative-er and -est are used on one-foot
adjectives: bigger, stupider, happier, but ?intenser, *auguster, *intelli-

genter.15In Arabic, only minimal(bimoraic)nouns take special melodies
in the brokenplural(see section 5.2 below). In Kinande,trisyllabicforms
simply do not reduplicate (Mutaka and Hyman 1987); in the Northern
Karangadialectof Shona, trisyllabicstems reduplicatepostlexically,showing different tonology from the canonical disyllabicforms (Hewitt and
Prince1989). Examplescan be multipliedad lib. Once againthe distinction
is between the minimalword and all others, but here the prosodiccriterion
serves to segregatethe two classes, not to join them.
Such cases requirethat B = B:(Fin order for the operationto proceed.
No activeparseis allowed, or, to put it anotherway, the parsingoperation
must be vacuous. We can incorporatethis idea into the formaltheory by
admittinga variant definition of (F that turns it into a partial function,
one that does not return a value for every memberof the set of bases.16
Let us designate this variant as ('.

(31)

Definition of PartialFunction('
B:(' = B

if B = B:(F
else, undefined.

The prosodically restricted operation O:(F depends on the success of the
function (F, and O:(F' is therefore undefined when (F' is. An operation

applyingunder (F' applies only to minimalwords.
The segregatingeffects of prosodiccircumscriptioncan be subtlerthan
total blockage;it can also determinechoice amongallomorphs.One large
15

For the comparative and superlative of English, minimalization extends down one level is a single foot. For the deadjectival suffix -en, which attaches only to monosyllables
(whiten vs. *liciten), minimalization goes down two levels - Wmin is a single foot which is
itself minimal (a stressed monosyllable).
16 We
note an abstract similarity between the feature-changing/feature-filling distinction and
the distinction between the total function and the partial function interpretations of (D.
Wmin
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class of cases is representedby an idiosyncraticalternationin the Dyirbal
ergative suffix (Dixon 1972). The ergative suffix is +jgu with disyllabic
bases but +gu with longer ones:
(32)

Root

Ergative

a. /yaral
yara+ iggu
'mans
b. /yamani/ yamani+ gu
'rainbow'
In this and many other languages,one allomorphof the affix attaches to
a base of minimal prosodic size - in Dyirbal, disyllabic.17The other
allomorphis applied in the default case, affecting all other bases. The
morpheme-.jgu suffixesunder V; prosodicallyunrestricted-gu is limited
only by the Elsewhere Condition.18
A relatedphenomenonappearsfrequentlyin the reduplicativemorphology of a number of Austronesianlanguages. In Cebuano, reduplication
acts in a radicallydifferentway dependingon whetherthe base is minimal
(disyllabic)or not (Wolf 1966:562-3), as the followingdata show:
(33)
a.

CebuanoDisyllabicReduplication
Minimal base

sulti
balik
higda2

sulti + sulti
balik+ balik
higda2+ higda'

b. Nonminimalbase
balibad
bulu + balibad
paJutana pulu + pagutana
panajhid pulu + panaljhid
pahulay pulu + pahulay

'talk'/continuative
'come back'
'lie'
'refuse offering'
'ask question'
'ask to leave'
'rest'

17 The ergative suffix of Dyirbal looks as if it is in a
compensatoryrelationshipwith the
base:the suffixis shorterwithlongerbases. ArminMesterhas proposedthatthisobservation
derives from a templaticrequirementthat the result of affixationbe a prosodiccompound
- which must contain two (at least minimal)words, thus at least four moras. The rule of
allomorphy,then, picks the shortest affix allomorphthat satisfiesthis requirement.The
assumptionis that +.Jgu be bimoraic,+gu monomoraic.This is an elegantsolution,and an
approachof this formalcharacterwill certainlyilluminateother cases of compensation,as
shown in the discussionsof Ponapeanand Sanskritin McCarthyand Prince (1986), but it
encountersdifficultieswith Dyirbalor the relatedphenomenain other Australianlanguages.
Quite generallyin these languagesonly vowels can be moras; further,in some of them,
nasal-stopsequencesare probablyonsets or single segments(Nash 1979).
18 If the phonologicalsimilaritybetween the allomorphsis linguisticallysignificant,the
processcan be dividedinto two parts:suffixationof a nasal element under 1' and general
suffixationof -gu. Or the morphemecouldbe takento be /-ogu/, and the allomorphyprocess
wouldbe DELETE-U/( - that is, deletionwouldonly applywhen the I sits in B4, outside
the minimalword.
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With disyllabicbases, reduplicationis total; with polysyllabicbases, the
reduplicativeprefixis Culu. Less radicalversionsof this choice of reduplicative affix appearin Tagalogand Makassarese(Aronoff et al. 1987, citing
Carrier-Duncan(1984) for Tagalog), languagesin whichthe minimalbase
is also disyllabic:
(34)
a.

Tagalog and MakassareseDisyllabicReduplication
Tagalog
i. Minimal Base

mag-li:nis
mag-walis
pantay

mag-li:nis+ li:nis
mag-walis+ walis
pantay+ pantay

'clean/cleana little'
'sweep/sweepa little'
'level/quitelevel'

ii1 Nonminimal Base

tahi:mik
baluktot
kalansirj
b.

/tahi?/+ tahi:mik
/balu2/+ baluktot
/kala?/+ kalansiu

'quiet/ratherquiet'
'bent/variouslybent'
'jingleof coins/id.'

Makassarese
i. Minimal Base

bailla2
golla
ta'u

balla?+ bailla2
golla + golla
tau + tau

'house/littlehouse'
'sugar/sweets'
'person/doll'

ii. Nonminimal Base

kaluiarak
manlra
balao

kalu?+ kaluara2
mana?+ manPra
bala?+ balako

'ant/lotsof little ants'
'tower/sortof tower'
'rat/toyrat'

As in Cebuano, minimal bases reduplicatetotally. Supraminimalbases
also take a differentform: they have disyllabicreduplicationwith final P.
The ? realizedas vowel lengthin Tagalogby an independentlymotivated
rule of syllable-final2-deletionwith compensatorylengthening.In Makassarese, the ?assimilates to a followingvoicelessconsonantbut is otherwise
phoneticallyapparent.
All three of these cases could be treated as suppletive allomorphy,
requiringone morpheme(total reduplication)under V, and anotherelsewhere.
However, the minimaland supraminimalallomorphsare conspicuously
similar, sharing disyllabicityand differing only where the supraminimal
allomorphhas some form of additionalmelodic specification.As in templatic morphologyproper, a distinctionmust be made between the structural template and any melodies that are associatedwith it. The redupli-
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cative templateitself is alwaysW-, the unmarked,thereforeminimalword
of the language.One allomorphis furtherdistinguishedby an accompanying purely melodic morpheme, /?/ in Tagalog and Makassarese,/ulu/ in
Cebuano. The simple allomorph, with no melodic content, is attached
under V', applyingonly to minimalwords; the more complex allomorph
attacheselsewhere. The melodicmaterialassociatesfromright-to-leftwith
the reduplicativetemplate (as an autosegmentalsuffix), displacingany
competing segmental material from the base. In Tagalog, a stem like
baluktotwould lead to a W- prefix baluk-, but syllabicintegrationof the
2 melodic suffixsupplantsthe finalconsonant,givingbalu2?and eventually
balu:. In Cebuano, the melody ulu usurpsall syllabicpositionsexcept the
absolute initial one.
Makassaresehas a couple of furtherwrinklesthat are worthyof notice.
First, the morphologicalbase to which the rule applies is the root, even
though reduplicativeaffixationtakes place at the level of the stem, which
may includea suffix.Aronoff et al. (1987) point to the followingcontrast,
involvingthe transitivizingsuffix-i:
(35)

MorphologicallyComplexForms in Makassarese
Root

Reduplication

l6mpo

Stem
lomp6i
gdssi:U gassigi

lompo-lom.po.i

gassi?-gas.si.Di

'big/makebig/makesomewhatbig'
'strong/makestr.imakesw. str.'

Note that the mere presenceof -i is not enoughto invoke the supraminimal
allomorph.Although both roots are disyllabic,they choose different reduplicationpatterns when suffixed by -i, because the suffix affects their
syllabificationdifferently. The root lompo passes the t' test, B = B:1D,
because in lompoi the initial disyllabicsequence B:1 = lompo. The root
gassij fails the V test when suffixedby -i, because the initial disyllabic
element B:c1= gassi and this is not equal to the root. The base B relevant
to the formulaB = B:F is thereforethe root within the stem, but it is the
phonology of the stem that determinesthe CF-parse.19
Second, stress in Makassareseis penultimate, as is typically the case
where Wminis disyllabic,but the actualsurfacestressingof the word does
which seeks out the leftmost Wmin,not the rightnot affect the CF-parse,
most, where the stress is to be found. This is consistentwith our interpretation of the parsingpower of CF,since the edge specificationson stress

19 Thus Makassaresereduplicationis, morphologicallyspeaking, a head-operationin the
sense of Hoeksema(1985), as noted in Aronoff (1988). Althoughit must applyat the level
of the stem, it appliesonly to the root inside the stem - the head of the stem. On top of
that, it appliesto the root as prosodicallycircumscribedentity.
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and on CFare not identical.20But, in accordancewith our earlier dictum
that "in the presenceof relevantprosodicstructure,CFwill select the actual
element that satisfiesits parameters",the pre-existingsyllabicstructureof
the base is respected, yieldingthe contrastnoted in (35).
The requirementB = B:4) segregatesthe set of bases into two contrasting classes by limitingthe definitionof CFto just one of the classes. There
is anothersituationwhere the characterof the base can disturbthe smooth
functioningof C(C, E): when the base fails to contain anythingmeeting
the description'constituentC at edge B', so that B:CFis empty. This may
not requirespecial commentin the case of O:CF,an operationapplyingto
a circumscribedbase, since bases are typically minimal or bigger and,
further,manyoperationswill themselvesbe undefinedon the emptystring.
Linda Lombardihas pointed out to us, however, that a conditionB:CF#
e (that is, the parsed-out constituent must be non-null) will have an
importanteffect on O/CF,operationsapplyingto the residueleft by extrametricality:it will force extrametricalityto be obligatory.Recall the definition of O/4C,repeated here:
(36)

Definition of OperationApplyingunder Extrametricality
0/C (B) = B:(C* O(B/CF)

If B:CFmay not be null, then the element (C, E) mentionedin CFmust be
present for the operationto proceed.
Obligatoryextrametricalityis not likely to be obvious in run-of-the-mill
stress systems, because the prosodic hierarchydemandsthat stress rules
succeed over the whole vocabulary.But we do find a restrictionof this
sort in the Arabic lexical requirementthat all stems end in consonants
and that those consonantsbe extrametrical.Each lexical entry is subject
denotes the variety
Right), where CF"
to an identity rule, J/C"(Consonant,
of CFthat is undefinedwhen B:CF= e.
More strikingevidence for obligatoryextrametricalitycomes from the
Cupenlohabilitative.The formsabove in (30d) show that a finalconsonant
must be present for template mappingto proceed at all. (30a, b) show
that the final consonantdoes not itself participatein left-to-righttemplate

It is not clear, fromour limitedcurrentknowledgeof the language,whetherreduplication
must follow stress assignment.Formsendingin 1.r.sare subjectto a rule of epenthesisthat
follows stress assignment,giving rise to surfaceantepenultimatestress:/tetterl- tetter-->tettere?. These forms count as supraminimalfor reduplication:tette2-tettereP'ratherquickly'.
Thiswouldseem to establishthe orderstress<epenthesis<reduplication.
However,the mere
fact of epenthesisseems to indicatethat 1.r.sare extrasyllabicword-finally(Aronoff et al.,
1987) consequently,B:T#B for such formsat any point, since e.g., tette.r:'0= tette.
20
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mapping;instead, it is tackedon to the end of the trisyllabicfoot template.
In other words, the final consonantis extrametricalwith respect to template mapping,the treatmentof vowel-finalstems showingthat this extrametricalityis obligatory.
The analysisof Cupenlothus involves both extrametricalityand positive
prosodiccircumscription.A certainsubtletyof attackis required,but the
means are at hand. Let T be the operation of mappingto the trisyllabic
template. In the simple cases, where the base is a foot, we want it to
apply in the mode T/IV(Cons,Right) - ignore the final consonant, map
the residue to the template- as the following derivationsshow:
(37)

CupenloTemplateMapping- Easy Cases
(a) T/fV"(cal) = T(cal/ft")

* cal:AY"

= T(ca)

*1

= ca?a?a
= ca?a?al

*1

(b) T/fV"(?ayu)=
T(2ayu)
= T(?ayu)
= undefined

* ?ayu:'V"
* undefined

It is the operationT/KF",
and not just simple T, that must be restrictedto
to representthe whole process
Wmindomain.We thereforewrite (T/fV")::1
of Cupenlohabilitativeformation,composingthe two forms of phonological specification.Applying the complex operation calls on each of the
definitionsused in the theory of prosodiccircumscription:
(38)

CupenloTemplateMappingin Full

* kolaw/k
(T/(ft"):A (kolaw) = T/(I" (k3law:P)
= T/VD"(law)
*ko
= {T(ldw/(D") * law/?D"} * ko
*w
= {T(ld)
} *k

= fla'a?a
= lAdaaaw
= k3la?a?aw

*w

by defn. (23)
by defn. (17)

} * ko
* ka

If the operationT:FD
were restrictedby necessaryextrametricality,yielding
(T:D)/(V, the same output would result. For this kind of case, functional
compositioncommutes.
To sum up: the theory of prosodicspecificationdeveloped here is built
on the function 1(C, E) that returnsa constituentC at the edge E of a
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base. The theory's descriptive capacity devolves from two main crossclassifyingparametersinvolvingthe function(D.
(1) An operation may be specified as O:(F, applyingto the section of
the base picked out by (F, which we write as B:A),just as if that section
were a true morphologicaldomain. An operation may be specified as
OAF,in which case it applies to the residue BADthat is left when B:(Dis
ignored in B.
(2) The function(Fmay be total, alwaysreturninga value. The function
(F may be partial, defined on only a subset of possible bases. The partial
functiongives rise to allomorphyor to simple blockageof a rule. Furthermore, (F may be partial in either of two ways, which are intrinsically
relevantto differentcases. It may be definedonly when B = B:FD,limiting
0:(F to minimalbases, or it may be defined only when B:(F# e, limiting
OAFto words which actuallyhave the element C present at edge E of B.
This gives a taxonomyof four cells, into which we insert the examples
that have been discussed:
(39)

Taxonomyof ProsodicSpecification.

a.

(F is Total
(i) 0:(. Apply an operation to prosodically circumscribed
base.
Ulwa -ka suffixinginfixation(21)
Non-iterativeStressing
ChamorroContinuativeprefixinginfixation(25a)
SamoanPluralprefixinginfixation(25b)
YidinyReduplication(28)
CupenloHabilitative(30)
Arabic iambicbroken plurals
(ii) O/$. Apply an operationto the residue of a constituent.
Stresswith Extrametricality(18)
Tagalog-um- prefixinginfixation(20)

b.

(P is Partial.

(i) 0: O'. Apply an operationto the minimalbase; do something differentto the others, or do nothingto them.
English IrregularVerb Morphology
English -erl-estsuffixation
Arabic PluralMelody assignment(section 5.2)
Dyirbal ErgativeAllomorphy(32)
CebuanoPluralReduplication(33)
TagalogDisyllabicReduplication(34a)
MakassareseReduplication(34b)
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(ii) O/l'. Apply an operation to the residue if a constituent
C is present at edge E; else do somethingdifferentto the
others, or nothing.
Lexical Final C requirement
CupenloHabilitative(37, 38)
As a final observation,we note that'thebasic ideas presentedhere can
be given an alternativetheoreticaldevelopmentin terms of the effect of
'F on morphologicaldomains rather than operations.Instead of defining
O:'F and 04, we could define D:'F and D/?, where D representsthe
morphologicalcategory that B belongs to. Under this approach, D:'F
would have B:'F as an actualdomainwithinD, and rules looking to apply
to D would applyinsteadto B:'F. Similarly,D/4>would have B/4Fmarked
as the actual domain to which rules applied. Definitions would proceed
as as in (40):
(40)

Domain Re-structuringTheory of ProsodicSpecification
(a) [DB]:F = [D [D B:4] * B/?]
(b) [DB]/'F = [D B:4 * [D B/'F]]

These definitions create a Chomsky-adjoined type of structure
[D ... D .. .], where the contentsof the innerD are prosodicallyspecified.
The theory of rule applicationwould then contain the following specification, determininghow operationsapply to such a structure:
(41)

Rule Applicationin a Domain-Restructuring
Theory
O([D . ..

D ...

.]) = [D

? (D)

..]

The effect of definition(41) could perhapsbe derivedfrom considerations
of cyclicity.This approachmore closely resemblesthe characterizationof
extrametricalityin Selkirk(1984) and the quasi-formaltreatmentof both
circumscriptionand extrametricalityphenomena in McCarthy& Prince
(1987a,b). One problemthat assertsitself immediatelyis how the blocking
effect of specificationwouldbe handled;if 'F is partial,restructuringwould
surely fail, but the original domain structurewould still invite ordinary
rule application.Another fundamentalissue is whether prosodic specification turns out to delimit individualoperations (as assumed above) or
whole sets of operations that belong to a single region of the grammar,
in which case it is more properlyattributedto the structureof the representationsthat those operationsaccess. Recent argumentationbearingon
this matteris found in Inkelas (1989). For presentpurposes,it is unnecessary to answer these questions definitively,and we will proceed with the
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operationalapproach,which bringsthe surprisinglywide range of specification effects under a single general theory.
3.2 Melodic Overwriting
The earliestCV-theorytreatmentsof templaticandreduplicativemorphology (McCarthy1979, Marantz1982) recognizea special melody/template
relationcalled prespecification,wherebyinvariantprior linking of a melodic element to a templatic position overrides or supplantsproductive,
rule-governedlinking of a melodic element to the same position. For
example, Marantzanalyzes the Ci reduplicationof Yoruba (lo, lilo 'to
go/going') with a CV prefixwhose V is prelinkedto the invarianti.
Thereis considerableevidence, discussedin McCarthyandPrince(1986,
forthcomingb), that the phenomenonof melodic invariancein reduplicative affixes cannot be reduced to prespecification.This evidence comes
in part from so-called echo words, a type of total word reduplicationin
which some systematicchange is effected in one copy. Echo word formation seems to be nearlyuniversal;it is found in English(table + shamble)
or, with more instructiveresults, in the DravidianlanguageKolami (Emeneau 1955):

(42)

pal
kota
iir
maasur
saa

pal + gil
kota + gita
iir + giir
maasur+ giisur
saa + gii

'tooth'
'bringit!'
'water'
'men'
'go (cont. ger.)'

The entire word is reduplicatedwith the initial CV of the second copy
fixed at gi. The sequence gi appears even when the original is vowelinitial, and the vowel i occupies both moras of an originallong vowel.
This widespreadphenomenonis incompatiblewith templaticprespecification. Since the reduplicationcopies the whole word rather than some
substringof it, the reduplicativeaffix (in this case presumablya suffix)
must be the prosodicword W (Marantz1982). (Indeed, it mightbe better
to say that there is no reduplicativeaffix at all, and the basic process
is the purely morphologicalone of compoundingthe base with itself tautologouscompounding(McCarthyand Prince 1988).) To what, then,
would the melodic invariant gi be prelinked in the reduplicative affix, as

prelinkingtheoryrequires?The grammardoes not enumeratethe terminal
elements of the reduplicativeaffix W (or some X = N, A, V, P) - it
cannot, since W has infinitelymany terminalelements - yet it is exactly
to those terminalelements that the melodic invariantgi would have to be
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prelinked.Needless to say, this problemexists independentlyof the choice
of terminalelements: syllables, moras, onsets, nuclei, or segmentsall are
unboundedlymany in W. Moreover, even if we somehow did manage to
enumeratethe terminalelements of W, we would then need to prespecify
templaticVV as i to obtainmaasur+ giisur,but this wouldwronglypredict
long ii in all cases, yielding *kota+ giita. Clearlysome other processis at
work here.
Following McCarthy(1979: p. 319) and McCarthyand Prince (1986),
we propose that we are witnessing here the same kind of melody-totemplate mappingthat is visible in standardroot-and-templatemorphology. The melody gi has an autonomousstatus as a purely melodic entity
with its own autosegmentalplane, just like ktb or aJiin the Arabic verbal
system; the differenceis that ktb and a-i are mappedto empty templatic
slots in a "feature-filling"fashion, whereas the melody gi is applied in a
"feature-changing"manner, overwritingthe originalmelodic materialof
the base.
The echo morphologyof Kolami, then, consists of tautologous compounding,plus the melodicecho morphemegi, along with the information
that this melody links to the second memberof the compound.The base
itself suppliesthe arrayof prosodicpositions that the melody anchorsto.
Comingin on its own plane, with free access to the prosodicpositions of
the base, the melodic morpheme associates in the usual left-to-rightfashion, delinking the base phonemes as it goes. As with feature-filling
association in Arabic, the vocalic melodeme must link to both vocalic
moras in a heavy syllable, so that we obtain maasur+ giisur rather than
*maasur+ giasur. From this interpretationof melody-to-templatemapping, which is inevitable in the context of recent rule typology, melodic
invariancefollows withoutprespecification.Withinthe theory of Prosodic
Morphology,there is the furtherpredictionthat prosodicallynull positions
like the onset may be suppliedby melodic overwriting,so that iir + giir is
possible, while prosodicallygenuine positions - like a long vowel or a
moraic coda consonant- cannot be an invariantpart of echo formation.
Only templates, not melodies, can supply invariantprosody. Thus, we
predict the non-existence of an echo-word system that takes arbitrarily
long input and that specifies both the quality and the quantity of some
segment in the output (e.g., an echo-wordsystem with kota-* kota-giita
and koota -* koota-giita or one with kota -* kota-gita and koota>

koota-gita).So far as we know, this predictionis borne out.
Melodic overwritingis importantto determiningthe vocalismof Arabic
iambicpluralsand diminutives.Althoughthe portionparsedby the bimoraic minimal word and assigned to the iambic template could receive
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vocalismin one of several ways, the residue cannot. Its vocalismis regularlyoverwrittenby lil in both iambicpluraland diminutive.This overwriting shows the same preservationof vowel length observed in Kolami:
contrastthe pluralsjanaadiband salaatiin.
3.3. Synthesisand Exemplification
We now have the theoretical resources to deal with the details of the
Arabic iambicpluraland diminutive.The prosodichierarchytells us that
the minimalword is a single foot; as we show below in Section 3.4, the
stressfoot of Arabicis a moraictrochee (rip), and a greatdeal of evidence
convergeson this bimoraicsequenceas the minimalwordof the language.
The operation of template mappingin the broken plural and diminutive
exhibits "positive prosodic circumscription",and we have observed that
the prosodicconstituentthat specifiessuch a domainis without exception
the minimal word (see (27)). The general left-to-right bias in Arabic
melody mapping (McCarthy1981) suggests that the parsingof the base
by the minimalword should be in that direction, and this is just what is
required. The criterionof phonologicalspecificationis thus (F(Wmin,L),
with the template-mappingoperation applied accordingto the definition
in (23).
The iambicfoot, identifiedby metricaltheoryas the disyllabicsequence
light-heavy,is the sole invariantin the pluralsand diminutives.(It is also,
as we show below in section 3.5, an importantfeature of Arabic prosody
in other domains.) Thus, the iambic foot is the template to which the
contents of the prosodicallycircumscribeddomain B:1 will be mapped.
Materialoutside the minimal-worddomain- in the residue B/A - will be
unaffectedby this template-mappingmorphology.
In the plural, the melody Ia_iIis introducedand is subject to a rule
spreadingthe /a! across the template. When the residue B/4 becomes
accessible after template mapping,the Ii/ links if possible (that is, if the
residue contains any metricalmoras), overwritingthe preexistingvocalic
melody. Otherwise li! deletes by Stray Erasure. In the diminutive, an
autosegmentalsuffixy fills the last mora of the template. The diminutive
melody /u_a_i/then associatesone-to-one and left-to-right,as usual, leaving the li! unassociated.As in the plural, the li! of the melody associates
to the residue wheneverpossible. In our representations,the morphemic
vowels of the pluraland diminutiveare maintainedon differenttiers from
the stem melody, consistent with their separate morphologicalfunction
and with phenomena like the spreadingof /a! across consonantsin the
iambicplural.
Let us begin with the heavily-populatedclass of quadriliteralplurals,
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represented by jundubljanaadiband sultaanlsalaatiin.These plurals are
derived from their correspondingsingularstems as follows (FQTdenotes
a quantitativeor moraic trochee; FI an iamb). The prosodic criterion
cF(Wmin=FQT, L), interpreted of course in the total-function mode, parses

out the contentsof the firsttwo morasof these forms. SupposeB=jundub
'locust';then B:F=jun. This mustbe mappedto Fl. The mappingproceeds
as in (43). (Further details of moraic notation are explored below in
section 3.4.)
F,

(43)
/

\

n
u
We show the vowel associatedand spread,but it is importantto note that
there can be no direct evidence for this, since it is overwrittenby the a
of the /a_i/pluralmelody. The consonantalassociationis a straightforward
filling of the only obligatorilyconsonantalpositions, the syllable onsets.
Spreadingto fill the second mora of the heavy syllable is not an option,
which accordswith recentfindingsthat spreadingis not automatic(Pulleyblank 1986). In fact, it is plausible that spreadingof consonants to fill
empty positionsis the defaultonly at the earliestlevel of the morphology,
when verbal derivationand the lexical shapes of nouns are determined.
At later strata, as we will see, epenthetic consonants are supplied to
fill empty onsets: w at the level at which broken plurals are formed, ?
postlexically.
To the form in (43) the templaticmelody ta_i/associatesby spreading
the /a/, causingthe delinkingof the stem-vowel;this is portrayedin (44):
(44)

FI

a

;
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Now the residue BAF=dubonce again becomes accessibleand is subject
to melodic overwritingby the as-yet unassociatedlil, which displacesthe
stem vowel, yielding dib. The definition of prosodic circumscriptionin
(23), it will be recalled, says 0:1

(B)

=

O(B:4)*B/4>, where '*' is the

relationshipholding between B:4 and BAPin B. Since jun=B:P concatenates to the left of dub = B4?, the transformof jun left-concatenatesto
dub, giving as outputjanaadib,when the final vowel is overwritten:
(45)

F1

d

a

b

i

Pluralizationof sultaanproceedsin a parallelfashion.The only difference
of note follows from the differentstructureof the finalsyllable taan=B4?.
When the melody lil links, it occupies both vocalic moras (as always in
Arabic), yielding tiin, for a pluralsalaatiin.
The correspondingdiminutives are derived identically, modulo the
differencesin the vowel melody and the autosegmentalsuffixy.
Singularswith a medial geminatestand in a strikingrelationshipto the
(D-parse.Considerthese examples:
(46)
Sg.
nuwwaar
jilbaab
tinniin

B:P
nuw
jil
tin

BfP'
waar
baab
niin

Plural
nawaawiir
jalaabiib
tanaaniin

Diminutive
nuwaywiir 'blossom'
julaybiib
'type of garment'
tunayniin 'sea monster'

Consider B = nuwwaar.Since B:FD= nuw and B/AF= waar, the doublyassociated melodeme w will be both inside and outside the domain of
template-mapping.From the standpointof the template-mappingoperation 0:, which sees only the contents of its prosodicallycharacterized
domain B:F, the melodic element w is subject to the usual melody-totemplatemapping,whichlinks it to the onset of the second syllableof the
iambic foot. The residue B/4, outside the scope of the minimal word,
must remain unaffectedby the template-mappingoperation:it starts out
and remains waar. One melodic element w has a bivalent characterimposed on it by the logic of domain characterization.This analysis,therefore, solves the problem that the broken plural presents for geminate
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integrity(Kenstowiczand Pyle 1973;Steriade 1982), the observationthat
geminatescannot be split up by rules of epenthesis.
A second interestingeffect ariseswhen the Wmindomaincontainsinsufficient consonantismto fill the two onsets of the iambic foot (recall that
spreadingis not permittedat this stage of the morphology). Onsets are
obligatory, of course, and must therefore be supplied. These are the
relevant data:
B:P
xaa
jaa

(47) Sg.
xaatam
jaamus

Pi.
B/k
tam
xawaatim
muus jawaamiis

Dim.
xuwaytim
juwaymiis

'signet ring'
'buffalo'

Here B:A = xaa, jaa and O(B:k) =xawaa, jawaa. Since the 2nd mora of
B:PDis vocalic, the domain contains only a single consonant. By left-torightmapping,it ends up fillingthe firstonset of the (bisyllabic)template
FI; the second onset cannot be filled from the contents of B:CD.Consequently, a w is inserted to fill the obligatoryonset position (McCarthy
1979, 1983).
(48)

ConsonantalDefault Rule
0

w, when requiredby syllabicwell-formedness.

Melody-mappinghas precedenceover the default rule (48).21
Perhaps the most interestingeffect of D-parsingarises in stem forms
CvCvvC:

(49) Sg.
sahaab-at
jaziir-at
haluub-at

B:1
saha
jazi
halu

BIP Pl.
ab
sahaa?ib
ir
jazaa?ir
ub
halaa?ib

Dim.
suhayyib
juzayyir
hulayyib

'cloud'
'island'
'milch-camel'

In all the other forms we have seen so far, B:D happensto coincide with
a constituentof the base - the first syllable. Here B:A = CvCv actually
cuts half-wayinto the second syllable.Furthermore,the residueB/PD= vC
is not itself a syllablein the base. These facts demonstrateclearlythat the
parse is accomplishedon moraicstructure,since 'I(Wmin, Left) in Arabic

21 Independent evidence for the Consonantal Default Rule can be found in the derivatives
of sub-minimal bases (like ?abawaan) discussed below in section 3.4, where w is inserted to
fill-in a position for which no root consonants are available. The default w is also found in
forms like hamraa2u 'red (f. nom.)', where it surfaces as 2 by a general phonological rule.
When the case-marking desinence -u is absent phrase-finally, the default w is no longer
required to fill the onset and so it too is absent: hamraa.
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pluralsis a factoringon as-yet stresslessrepresentationsat the edge opposite that of the stress rule and Wminis defined in terms of moras, not
syllables.Thus, the CF-parse
respectsneitherfoot structure(there is none)
structure
nor syllabic
(because Wmin is bimoraic, CFseeks moras, not
syllables)in the form to whichit is applied. The Arabic case is thus to be
contrastedwith Yidiny(28) or Cupeino(30), where CFtakes a pre-existing
foot, and with Makassarese(35), where CFseeking a disyllabicWmintakes
pre-existingsyllablesbut disregardsa stress foot deployed at the opposite
end of the word. The treatment of B:CFhere is similar to that of the
truncatedvocative, discussedbelow in Section 3.4. The prosodicrequirement Vocative= Wmin+ v is met in such forms as [ma.ji]ibecause the first
one-and-a-half syllables are analyzed as Wmin =

L/.

The residue vC can be syllabifiedby the usual rules that derive syllabic
representationsfrom moraicstructure,but it can provideno onset for the
syllable thus derived. Rule (48) is thereforeinvoked, giving intermediate
forms /jazaawirl'pl.' and Ijuzaywirl'dim.' Independentlymotivatedrules
of glide realization,discussedat length in Brame (1970: 244ff., 273), are
responsiblefor the surfaceformsjazaa2ir,juzayyir.
The remainingiambicpluralsand diminutivesare those from bimoraic
singulars,exemplifiedin the followingtable:
(50)

Sg.
nafs
qidh
farx
qadam

B: F
naf
qid
far
qada

B/CF Pl.
s
nufuus
qidaah
h
x
/faraaxl
m
/qadaaml

Dim.
nufays+ at 'soul'
qudayh
'arrow'
furayx
'young of bird'
qudaym
'foot'

Recall that underlying /faraaxl and /qadaaml surface as ?afraax and
?aqdaamby Ca Metathesis.Other than this, derivationis straightforward.
The unmarkedmode of pluralizationfor bimoraic singularsis CaCaaC
(see Section5.2), with the same /aAi/melody as the longerbrokenplurals,
but with the /i/ lost by Stray Erasure. The diminutives,of course, are
unexceptional.
Final consonantalmoras are extrasyllabic(see Section 3.4 below). The
CF-parse
includes all the metricalcontents of the final syllable in CvCvC
disyllableslike qadam. In that way, the distinctionbetween the disyllabic
class qadam and the monosyllabicclassfarx is entirely neutralizedin the
diminutiveand brokenplural- both have just two metricalmoras, and so
all metrical moras are recruited in the domain of template mapping.
Bimoraicbases are mappedexhaustively(up to extrametricality)onto the
iambicfoot templateof the brokenpluraland diminutive.Disyllabicityof
the plural and diminutivein just these cases follows from the lack of
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intrametricalmoras outside the scope of template mapping(that is, the
residue only containsan extrasyllabicfinal consonantin both types). This
contrastswith the treatmentof jaziir, where the strandedmora is vocalic
and thereforenot licensed outside of a syllable.
Parallelingthe "transfer"effect in (46), where a multiply-associated
consonantis both inside and outside the domainof templatemapping,we
find similar effects involving melodic elements that are, in part, linked
to extrasyllabicpositions. Like sahaab+ atlsahaa?ib is jariir+ atljaraa2ir
'guilt'; with bimoraic singulars we have nouns like sirrl2asraar'secret'
or sababl'asbaab'rope; reason'. As with nuwwaar,the multiply-linked
consonantis bivalent,associatingto the iambictemplatewithinthe domain
of the prosodicallyspecifiedbase and remainingunaffectedin B/,k outside
that base.
We can now sum up. The problem confrontingus at the outset was
the great superficialdiversityin canonical form of the iambic plural and
diminutive.The basic assumptionsof the theory of ProsodicMorphology
dictate the solution. The Template SatisfactionConditionentails that the
templatecan only includethe canonicalinvariantsin a prosodicallydiverse
set. The parametricoption of prosodic circumscriptionof domains gives
the scope of the canonical invariance. And the Prosodic Morphology
Hypothesisrequiresthat the template be construedas an iambicfoot.
Yet this solution entails all of the transferresults as well. Transferof
vowel lengthin the finalsyllablefollowsfromthe fact thatit lies outsidethe
domainof melody-to-templatemapping.The distributionof the insertedw
follows from the structureof the templaticdomain and its relationto the
residue. Preservationof idiosyncraticpatternsof consonantassociationor
reduplicationfollows from the fact that the stem rather than root is the
base of pluralization.The treatmentof affixesfollows in the same fashion.
Finally, the distinctionbetween templatic and nontemplaticportions of
the pluralor diminutiveyields a straightforwardexplanationfor the scope
of the derivedvocalism.

3.4. The MinimalWordin Arabic
We have seen that a bimoraicsequence, the moraic or quantitativetrochee, is the prosodicconstituentsubjectto templatemappingin the iambic
plural. The moraictrochee plays an importantrole in the Arabic system
of prosody. Not only is it the basis for stress assignment, but it also
conditions a variety of minimalword effects. The prosodic hierarchyasserts that the minimalword is a single metricalfoot. Since the stress-foot
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of Arabic is bimoraic, it follows that the minimal word should also be
bimoraicup to extrametricality.
Our investigationsbegin with the stress system. There is inconsistency
in the stressingof standardArabic words between differentareas of the
Arab world, and no directtestimonyon this subjectexists from the Classical period. Nevertheless, the nearly universalnorm is representedby the
data in (51):
(51)

Stress Placement
Final

Penult

Antepenult

yaquul
qaanuun
sirhaan
darabt
tarjamt

yaquulu
yaqulna
qaalat
dirham

kataba
katabat
katabuu

The stress system is obviouslyweight-sensitive:final syllablesare stressed
if superheavyCvvC or CvCC;penults are stressed if heavy Cvv or CvC;
otherwisethe antepenultis stressed.
The treatment of syllable-structurein Arabic is as follows. Assume
a bimoraic (,u,u)representationof heavy syllables and monomoraic(g)
representationof light syllables (Prince 1983, Hyman 1985). The first, or
strong, mora can only be a vowel i, a, or u. The second, or weak, mora
can be any consonant or the second half of a long vowel. Exactly one
consonantmustbegin any syllable.Superheavysyllables,whichare limited
to final position, as well as word-finalheavy syllables, have a final extraprosodicmora (or syllable (McCarthyand Prince;forthcoming)):
(52)

SyllableWeight in Word-finalPosition
Light

Heavy

CZ

CvvC
Cv CC

~

(J)
~~~

CvC

6f

Cvv

C

Cv
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SyllableWeight in Word-medialPosition
Heavy

Light
cy

0f

A
In the typology of metrical stress feet introducedby Hayes (1987) and
McCarthyand Prince (1986), based on Hayes's (1985) survey, this type
of stress pattern is derived by a foot called the moraic or quantitative
trochee. This foot type containsexactly two moras and is stressedon the
left:
(53)

QuantitativeTrochee
F

A
For purposesof stressassignment,finallight syllables- whetheroriginally
light like katabaor light by virtue of extrasyllabicitylike katabat- are not
includedin the applicationof this foot. They are thereforeextrametrical,
invisibleto foot assignment.22
By the prosodichierarchy,in whichWorddominatesFoot, the minimal
base of Arabic must be a single quantitativetrochee or, equivalently,
two moras. Since final moras are extrasyllabic(and all lexical stems are
consonantfinal), the minimalbase mustcontainthe two morasof the foot
plus an extrasyllabicone. Thereforethe minimalbase of Arabicis exactly
satisfied by CvCC, CvvC, or CvCvC. We will now proceed to examine
this predictionagainstthe facts.
The smallest noun stems that occur with any frequency are CvCC

22 An
interesting case is presented by forms like tdrjama 'he translated', with a heavy
antepenult followed by a light'syllable (also see Hayes (1987: p. 282)). With final extrametricality, the metrical portion of the word is tarja. A final bimoraic foot cannot be placed on
this word to give ta[rja]Fbecause this would violate the prosodic hierarchy. A final monomoraic foot (tarUa]F) is impossible, because the quantitative trochee is exactly two moras.
Therefore the right-to-left operation of the foot-assignment must move on to yield [tar]Fja.
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(appearing940 times in our lexical material) and CvCvC (appearing281
times). CvvCstems are independentlyprohibitedat underlyingrepresentation, althoughthey do occur at the surface(McCarthyand Prince, forthcominga). Wordssmallerthan these do occur, but only undervery special
circumstances.Some candidatewords that are too small appearin (54):
(54)

Non-words Biliterals
Imperatives
wa 'and' ?ab 'father' li (imperative\/wly 'be near')
bn 'son'
bi 'in'
dai (imperativeV/wdi 'put down')
qad 'past'
ktub (imperative\/ktb 'write')
laa 'not'

All of these forms have at most one mora; in fact, 'son' evidently has no
moras at all in underlyingrepresentation,since it has no syllables. All of
these apparentcounterexamplesare subjectto reanalysis.
Those in the category"non-words"in (54) are exactlythat. All of these
forms are in the so-called nonlexicalvocabulary- they are not members
of the majorlexical categoriesnoun, verb, and adjective. Cross-linguistically we know that nonlexicalvocabularyneed not have the prosodic or
segmentalpropertiesof lexicalvocabulary.For example, the only "words"
of English beginning with d are non-lexical: the, this, that, thou, then,
etc. Furthermore,they need not bear a stress - contain a foot - unlike
majorcategorywords. These non-wordsare thereforeirrelevantto determiningthe size of the minimalbase.
The examplesin the second columnof (54) are lexicalvocabularyitems
- they are nouns - but they too are not compellingevidence againstthe
bimoraicminimalbase. The reason is that they come from a very small,
closed class of items that have probably never reflected a productive
pattern of the language. In the 1-moraclass with 2abare ham 'father-inlaw', ;ax 'brother',dam 'blood',fam 'mouth', and yad 'hand'.And in the
0-moraclass with bn are sm 'name'and st 'anus'.23These lists are exhaustive, so the numbers are obviously quite small. Moreover, these words
are brought into conformitywith the minimalityrequirementwhenever
they participatein any of the trulyproductivemorphologyof the language.
(Ito (1988) has observed that this is a general propertyof minimality.)
23

All of the biliteralsrefer to near kin or body parts which in many languagesrequirea
possessivepronoun,as Ellen Woolfordhas pointedout to us. SinceSemiticcharacteristically
indicatespronominalpossessionby a suffix,at an earlierstage of the languagean obligatory
possessivesuffixmay have suppliedthe additionalmora.
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2ab, for instance, is broughtto bimoraicitywith the help of the default w
(48) in the dual and nisba (a productivedenominaladjectiveobtainedby
suffixingiy): dual Rabawaan
'two fathers',nisba 2abawiy'paternal'.It also
has this w, in its phonologicallypredictable alternant 2, in the iambic
plural 2aabaa2+u (from /?abaaw+uIvia f?a?baa?+u/,by Ca Metathesis
and compensatorylengthening).Finally,it lengthensthe case suffix(making the word bimoraic)in the definitesingular:2a1-2abuu
(nom.), 2a1-2abii
(gen.). These observationsindicate that the biliterals are in fact exceptional in nearlyall respects;it is no surprise,then, that they are exceptions
(ratherthan counterexamples)to the minimalityhypothesis.
The examplesin the thirdcolumnof (54) are all imperatives.Traditionally, imperatives are special in two respects, both of which involve a
morphologicaltruncationor deletion process. First, the imperative,like
the jussive, deletes the final vowel of the indicativeimperfective.Second,
the imperativeis derivedfromthe jussiveby deletingthe agreementprefix.
These monomoraicwords are not bases, then, but ratherare the result of
applyinglater truncatingmorphology.
Apart from these basic observations,there are at least four other arguments in supportof the bimoraicminimalbase in Arabic. First, it is clear
that CvC bases like 2abare abnormaleven when the root is biconsonantal.
Versus the tiny number of words like 2ab, our lexical materialcontains
over 150 monosyllableslike barr, buzz, or tall, in whichbiliteralroots like
/br/ or /bz/ mustsatisfythe minimumof two metricalmorasvia gemination
of the final radical.For this reason, too, the bimoraicminimalityrequirement is not reducibleto countingroot consonants,as traditionalaccounts
would have it. If all Arabic roots had three consonants, as the tradition
assumes, then a CvCC/CvCvCminimumwould follow simply from the
need to find positions for all three. But biliteral roots are a prominent
feature of the Arabic lexicon (McCarthy1979, 1981, 1986), and so the
prosodicrequirementof bimoraicityis essential.
Second, there is a morphophonologicalrule by whichmanyroots whose
initialconsonantis w lose this w in the imperfectiveas well as the masdar
(a kind of nominalization),as (55) shows:
(55)

Perfective

Imperfective

Masdar

waOiq
wadaS
wada(y)
wariO
wazan
wasiS

ya + Oiq
ya + daS
ya + diy
ya + riO
ya + zin
ya + saS

Oiq+ at
daS + at
diy + at
riO+ at
zin + at
saS + at

'rely'
'put'

'pay wergild'
'inherit'
'weigh'
'be wide'
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The problem is why just these masdarforms require the feminine suffix
+at- the bimoraicminimumaccountsfor it. With the loss of the rootinitial w, a form like Giqis simplytoo small, since it containsonly a single
mora. Addition of the femininesuffixaugmentsit to make it bimoraic,as
(56) shows:
(56)

,r

i

iq

q a t

The traditionalidea (Wright1971:p..118) that the femininesuffixcompensates for the loss of the w is expressedformallyby the bimoraicminimal
word requirement.The additionof a suffixto satisfyminimalitymay seem
odd, but in Arabic this particularsuffix has an unusuallybroad range of
morphologicalfunctions.24In fact, its phonologicalcompensatoryfuinction
is not even limited to just these masdars.An additionalbit of evidence in
supportof this analysiscomes from the denominaladjective(called nisba)
derived from these masdar forms. Since the feminine suffix can never
precede the nisba suffix, the feminine suffix must be lost. The result is
that the base is then too small. This problem is resolved by introducing
the defaultw, just as in the case of 2ab:perfectivewaLad'makea promise',
imperfective ya + Lid, masdar Lid+ at 'a promise', nisba of masdar
Lidaw+ iy, 'promissory'.
A thirdline of evidencein supportof the bimoraicminimalword comes
from the treatmentof borrowedwordsthat would otherwisebe too small.
A few examples, gatheredat random,appearin (57):
(57)

Source
bar
jazz
gas
Shem
Gaul
shawl

Arabicizedform
baar
jaaz
gaaz
saam
gaal
saal

Wordsthat would be monomoraicwhen borrowedinto ModernStandard
24

We are indebted to Michael Kenstowiczfor remindingus of the multifunctionalityof
Arabic +at.
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Arabic are made bimoraic, satisfying minimality, by lengthening the
vowel. Along the same lines, Broselow (p.c.; cf. Broselow 1982: 124)
observes that the Englishword bus, which would be monomoraicin Arabic, is borrowed into the Palestiniancolloquial variously as baas, bass,
and basi, all bimoraic.In fact, Smeaton (1973: 87), in his comprehensive
treatment of loanwords in a Saudi Bedouin dialect, proposes a rule of
Arabicizationby which all CvC monosyllablesare borrowedwith gemination of the final consonant:baSS 'bus', natt 'nut', rigg 'rig'.
Similarregularitiesare even more profoundlyintegratedinto the phonology of the modern Arabic dialects. Broselow (1982) notes that in Iraqi
Arabic initial epenthesisis obligatoryfor sub-minimalCCvC imperatives
but optional in longer ones. And in unpublishedwork Kenstowicz(1981)
has argued that vowel-length alternationsobserved in Lebanese Arabic
imperatives like ktoob 'write! (m. sg.)', ktibu 'write! (pl.)' demonstrate a

two-moraminimalityrequirementwith final extrametricality,as we have
arguedfor ClassicalArabic.
A final phenomenon demonstratingthe role of the bimoraicminimal
wordis foundin the remarkablebehaviorof the truncatedvocative. Crosslinguistically,truncatedhypocoristicsor vocatives often are based on the
minimalwordor, equivalently,the foot (McCarthyand Prince1986,forthcomingb). The apparenttruncationin such cases is the result of mapping
to a minimalword template.25Some examplesappearin (58):
(58) a. Yapese (Jensen 1977: 101, 114)

b.

Full Noun
lu?ag

Vocative
lu2

bayaad
maijcefecl

bay
maig

CentralAlaskan Yup'ik Eskimo (Woodbury1985)
Full Noun

Proximal Vocative

Aijuka-ynaqAD - Ai3uk
Nupiyak

Nup - Nupix - Nupik

Cupol:aq

Cup - Cupol

25 Mester (1988) has observedthat truncationcan also
be accountedfor by a slightmodificationof prosodicbase specification(in whichthe residueB/A is not restored)as well as by
mappingto a template. Mester shows that a varietyof truncationphenomenain Japanese
requireone or the other of these mechanismsas well as both combined.
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Japanese(Poser 1984)
Name
Hypocoristic
midori

mii + tyaN

mit + tyaN
mido + tyaN

d. English
Thomas
Barbara
Algernon
Benjamin
Cynthia
Edward

Tommy
Barbie
Algie
Benjie
Cindy
Eddie, *Edwie

In Yapese, the smallestlicit independentword is a CvC syllable, and this
clearlycorrespondsto the output of vocativetruncation.The Yup'ikcase,
which is insightfullyanalyzedin prosodicterms by Woodbury(1985), is a
clear examplein whichthe morphologymust make referenceto an iambic
foot. The patterns assumed by proximalvocatives correspondexactly to
the complex requirementsthat the Yup'ik stress system must in any case
place on this foot type - it is monosyllabicor disyllabic, it contains at
least two moras, it must end in a consonant, and bimoraicsyllables are
permissibleonly on the right. Poser (1984) carefully demonstratesthat
the bases of Japanese hypocoristicswith suffixed tyaN are composed of
one (or two) bimoraic units. Extensive evidence that Japanese has a
recurrentbimoraicunit - that is, a foot - appearsin Poser (1984), McCarthy and Prince (1986, forthcomingb), Tateishi (1989), and Ito (1988).
Finally, the English examples involve a case where the minimalword is
coextensivewith the syllable(to whichthe stress-neutralsuffixi: is added).
This discussionis subject to furtherqualificationand interpretation;the
truncatedwords often displayidiosyncrasiesof mappingor realizationof
the originalsegments. But the overall inferencecan be drawnconfidently
that hypocoristicsor vocatives provide a solid handle on the minimal
word.
Arabic has truncatedvocatives in classicalverse, discussedby Wright
(1971:2.88)and Howell (1986:1.1.191-4).Representativedata, all proper
nouns, appearin (59):
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Poetic Vocative

CvvCvCnouns
maazin

maazi

maalik
7aamir
haariO

maali
7aami
haari

CvCvvCnouns
su?aa
suTaad
majiid

majii

Oamuud

Oamuu

c.

CvCCvCnouns
jaSfar
ja7fa

d.

CvCCwC nouns
7uOmaan
?uOma
marwaan
marwa
mansuur
mansu
miskiin

miski

Smaller nouns - those with stems CvCC or CvCvC - do not form distinc-

tive truncatedvocatives. This is to be expected, if the truncatedvocatives
are based on the minimal word: CvCC and CvCvC stems are already
minimal.26

The most interestingcontrastin (59) is between CvCvvCand CvCCvvC
stems; the former retain the length of the final vowel in the truncated
vocative, as in majiidlmajii,while the CvCCvvC forms do not, as in
marwaanlmarwa.The source of this differenceis clearlythe weight of the
initial syllable- light in CvCvvCand heavy in CvCCvvC.
If the minimalwordis bimoraic,then the truncatedvocativeis a minimal
word followed by a vowel: [maji]i,[marw]a.The vowel is not some arbitrary appurtenanceto the minimal word template. Rather, it is a kind
of simulationof the normal case-markingfinal short vowel (usually the
nominative +u) that untruncatedvocatives have: yaa haaria + u, yaa
ja Ffar+ u (yaa is the vocative particle). In fact, the final vowel of the

There is some disagreement in the early sources about the correct treatment of noncanonical noun patterns in the vocative, but in no case is the resulting vocative sub-minimal.
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truncatedvocativemayassumethe melodyof the nominativecase-marking
yaa haar + u, yaa ja Sf+ u. Thus, the truncated vocatives are minimal
words to which the appearance, and sometimes the reality, of normal
vocative nominative case-markingis added. Minus the case suffix, the
vocative is a stem, like all stems requiringthat any final consonant be
extrametrical.We thus have the contrastbetween the minimalbase of the
iambicpluralor diminutiveUa[far and the minimalstem of the vocative
[Uaflar.

The conclusionis unavoidable,then, that the productivevocabularyof
Arabic eschews Cv or CvC bases, minimallyrequiringCvCC or CvCvC
(with moraically equivalent CvvC ruled out by independent considerations). We interpret this as a minimumbase size of two moras, which
finds independentmotivationin the masdarsof roots with initial w, loan
phonology, and truncated vocatives. Moreover, the bimoraic minimal
word - a quantitative trochee - is what is predicted by the prosodic

hierarchyand the analysisof the Arabic stress system.

3.5 The Iambic Template

The invariantcanonicalshape of the iambicpluralsis CvCvv+, and, from
the Prosodic Morphology Hypothesis (which holds that templates are
specified in prosodic terms) and the Template Satisfaction Condition
(which requiresthat templaticconstraintsbe met obligatorily),it follows
that the templateof these pluralsmust be an iambicfoot. Recent typological work (Hayes 1985) indicates that the iambic foot is always quantity
sensitive. This means that the canonical expansion of an iambic foot is
always a sequence of a light syllable followed by a heavy one. From the
vantageof universalgrammar,the brokenpluraland diminutivetemplate
is sufficientlyspecifiedas an iambicfoot.
There is good local evidence for this characterizationas well. Fleisch
(1968: p. 63-67) observes that the iambicityof the broken plural system
is paralleled in two other loci in the language. First, he compares the
distributionof singularnouns CvvCvCversus CvCvvC. The differences
between these are remarkable.Our lexical data yield the following:27

The totals given here can be reconciledwith those given earlieras follows. Our earlier
count of 245 CaaCiCnouns did not include those with other vocalizations(8) or soundpluraldoublets(18). Our earliercount of 447 also did not include16 soundpluraldoublets.
27
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CvCvvC
CaCiiC 265
CiCaaC 106
CaCaaC 37
CaCuuC 29
CuCaaC 25
ciciic

1

Total

271
Total
463
Iambic(CvCvvC)stems are muchmore commonand occurin many more
vocalic patterns in a more even distributionthan CvvCvC stems. On
deeper analysis,the skew turnsout to be even worse than this - all CaaCiC
nouns owe theirexistenceto a single morphologicalprocess,the formation
of the active participleof the Form 1 (underived)verb (e.g., kaatib'writing'). Apart from this single source, there essentially are no CvvCvC
stems, while the iambicstems are abundantand diverse.
The explanationfor this dramaticskew comes from the way prosody
imposes constraints on stem structure. Pursuing the implications of
Hayes's (1985) typologicalstudy, McCarthyand Prince (1986) and Hayes
(1987) propose that there is a fundamentalstructuraldistinctionbetween
iambicand trochaicfeet: the iambicis asymmetricallylight-heavy,but the
trochaicconsistsof two equalparts,two morasor two syllables(or perhaps
always moras if syllables in quantity-insensitivestress systems are construed as monomoraic). On this view, the mirror-imagesymmetry of
CvCvvCand CvvCvCis linguisticallymeaningless;the two have incommensurableprosodicstructures.The form [FCvCVVC]
is an entire iambic
foot (with a final extrametricalconsonant), but CvvCvC is a bimoraic
(trochaic)foot plus somethingmore: [FCvvICvC. The desirableequation
is then Template= Foot, a clear relative of the minimalword conditions
discussedabove. More generally,amongArabicnouns, there is a requirement that the stem patternbe exactly measurablein feet, so Template=
F'. (Thisis simplya specialcase of the ProsodicMorphologyHypothesis.)
Taken with the limitation, noted above, tha-tcanonical nouns are not
longer than two syllables,this derivesthe basic nominalstem-formsof the
language: one foot - CvCC, CvCvC, CvCvvC; two feet - CvCCvvC,

CvvCvvC.28The anti-iambicform F[Cvv]CvCfails this requirementand
is thereforeexcludedfrom the list of nonderivedstem types.
See McCarthyand Prince(forthcoming,a) for a detailed accountof the noun systemin
these terms. Note that the canon CvCCvCarises only with quadriliterals(e.g., jundub)or
templaticallyprefixed triliterals(e.g., marhal+ at), with very few exceptions. Since the
associationpattern in these cases is entirely predictablefrom the requirementthat root
consonantsmustbe expressed(melodicconservation),quantityis irrelevant,andthe template
itself is merelydisyllabic.
28
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The morphologyshows that CvvCvC is indeed a derived stem type.
Since it occurs in the noun system only as the active participle of the
CvCvCForm 1 verb, participialCvvCvCcan be derivedfromfiniteCvCvC
by prefixationof a mora, lengtheningthe initial vowel. The finite verbs
that are also heavy-light,like Form 3 CvvCvC,are derived as well: they
are composedof a heavy syllablebase and a light syllablesuffix,the latter
markingthem as finite. In the language as a whole, there is no role for
the prosodicallyincoherent CvvCvCsequence as a primitive, underived
template. Details and justificationof these observationsare in McCarthy
and Prince (forthcominga).
Fleisch goes on to observe that iambicityplays a role in verse as well.
He arguesfrom the statisticalwork of Vadet (1955), pointingout that the
four clearly iambic metres tawiil, kaamil, waafir, and basiit are used in

93% of a corpusof nearly2300 classicalpoems, with eleven other metres
dividingup the remaining7%. To this we can add the structuralobservation that all meters are based on repeatingan iambic core - the 'peg'
of traditionalanalysis- which consists of a light syllable followed by a
heavy syllable. (See Prince (1989) for some recent discussion.)
The evidence availablefor stressplacementin Arabicindicatestrochaic
feet, and not iambicones, though Hayes (1986) finds them in Cyrenaican
Bedouin. In differentdomainsof the language,one or both foot types are
active. The system of versificationis iambic. The major broken plural
patternis iambicas well, but the most importantsecondaryone is trochaic.
For the stress system and the minimalword, we also have trochees. And
in the characterizationof the basic templatesof nouns, both trocheesand
iambs are required(McCarthyand Princeforthcoming,a). For Arabic, it
is remarkableconfirmationfor the ProsodicMorphologyHypothesisthat
the diversityof phonological,morphological,and poetic phenomenacan
be shown to depend on just the two quantity-sensitivefoot types supplied
by phonologicaltheory.

4. DISCUSSION

OF EARLIER

TREATMENTS

The first step toward the templatic treatment of Arabic broken plurals
and diminutiveswas the CV templateproposedin McCarthy(1979, 1983):
(61)

Broken Pluraland DiminutiveTemplate
CVCVVCvVC
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All of what we have called iambic plurals can be regarded as being
constructedon this template. A plurallike salaatiinexhauststhe positions
in the template, and jawaamiisexhausts the positions with the provision
of an insertedw in the second C position. The pluraljanaadibexploits all
of the template except for one V position in the final syllable;the plurals
xawaatimand jazaahir are formed similarly, but with inserted w and ?
(from underlyingIwl) in the second and third C positions respectively.
Forms like nufuus, qidaah, and 2ahkaam are formed only on the initial

CVCVVC substringof the template.
But these observationsabout the template in (61) hardlyconstitute a
rule for formingthe brokenplural- they do not explainwhy one singular
requiresa particularsubstringof the broken pluraltemplate and another
singular requires a different substring, nor why xawaatimand jazaaPir
differin the positionwhere an extraconsonantis inserted.These problems
are addressedby transderivationalconstraintsin McCarthy(1979) and by
positinga rule of infixationin additionto the templatein McCarthy(1983).
Criticizingthe latter analysis, Hammond (1988) proposes that template
mapping in Arabic plurals is mediated by an extensive revision of
Clements's(1985) mechanismfor transferof segmentalquantityand syllabicityin reduplication.
Clements's proposal is an adaptation of Marantz's (1982) idea that
reduplicationis accomplishedby concatenatingto a stem an affix composed purely of the skeletal units C and V. In Marantz'saccount, the
affixal skeleton is satisfied by copying the segments of the base (the
"phonemic melody") and linking them to the skeletal positions of the
affix. In Clements's alternativeconception, the reduplicativeaffix is in
fact a suprafix, a skeletal morpheme that is originally parallel to the
skeleton of the base ratherthan concatenatedwith it. The skeleton of the
suprafixis satisfiedby firstaligningit with the skeletonof the base through
association lines, and then by replicatingon the parallel skeleton the
melodic associationsof the base skeleton.
Clements's proposal primarilyaddresses problems like the following,
firstrecognizedby Levin (1983). In Mokilese, prefixingreduplicationof a
base whose initialsyllableis shortcopies CVC:pod + podok. But prefixing
reduplicationof a base whose initial syllable is long copies CVV: caa +
caak. The differencebetween long and short vowels is representedpurely
configurationally:a long vowel is one that is linked to two V positions. If
we suppose that the Mokilese affix is CVX (X a variableover C and V),
then Clements'stheory(originallyappliedto this exampleby Levin (1985))
accountsfor the transferof this configurationalinformationfrom base to
affix:
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p D d o k

c a k

cv c vc

c vv c

c vx

cv x

p D d o k

c a k

cv c vc

c vv c

CVX

TVX

p D d

da

C V X C V C VC

HHHII IIII

p Dd p Dd o k

CVXCVVC

I V IV/
c a k

c a

In the final step of the derivation,the linear order of suprafixand base is
determined,yieldingthe order of elements actuallyobserved.
This mechanismis not uncontroversialas an accountof transferphenomena in reduplication (Marantz and McIntyre 1986; McCarthy and
Prince 1988), but Hammondarguesthat, whateverits status in reduplication, it must play a role in accountingfor the Arabic broken plural. He
initiallyconfineshis attentionto singular/plural
pairingslike the following:
(63)

Singular

Plural

jundub
sultaan
xaatam

janaadib
salaatiin
xawaatim

jaamuus

jawaamiis

If the CVCVVCVVC template.proposedin McCarthy(1979, 1983) is
suprafixedto the skeleton of the singularand associationproceeds leftto-rightfrom the singularskeleton onto the pluralskeleton, the following
patternof linkingis obtained:
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Melody j u n d u b

I I I I I I
Singular C V C CVC

Plural
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s ul t a n

I I I I

tl~\'\

C V C CV\
V

C

CVCVV CVVC

Melody x a t a m

j a mu s

Singular C V V CVC

CVVCVVC

Plural

C V C V V CVVC

C VC V VC V V C

The fact that the second C position of the pluralskeleton in xawaatimor
jawaamiisis empty, to be filledlater by an insertedw, follows immediately
at this point, because associationof the singular [CVV... to the plural
[CVCV... trapsthe second C, leavingit unlinkedand unlinkable.But the
difference in final vowel length between janaadib and xawaatimon the
one hand and salaatiinand jawaamiison the other does not. Hammond
invokes a special, language-particular
rule to accountfor this distinction,
one that shortensthe vowel in words like janaadibor xawaatim:
(65)

Vowel Deletion

V-* 0/V_CJ
That is, an unlinkedvowel in the final syllableonly is deleted.
Clearly rule (65) is a major liability of the analysis. Whereas transfer
of vowel length follows automaticallyin reduplication,it requires the
interventionof this rule, whichessentiallystipulatesthe transfereffect, in
the templatic morphology of Arabic. In fact, the grammarwould be
simpler if vowel length were not transferredat all, so that all broken
plurals, regardlessof their singulars,invariablyhad long vowels in the
final syllable. This presumablysimplerpattern is not met with in any of
the Arabic dialects nor in any Semitic languagethat has retainedbroken
plural formation. Worse yet, rule (65) cannot be eliminated by any
straightforwardappeal to a more generalprincipleof erasureof unlinked
skeletal elements along the lines of Marantz(1982). This sort of generaliz-
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ation immediatelyruns up against the persistenceof the unlinked C's of
xawaatimor jawaamiisor the unlinked medial VV sequences of all the
broken pluralsin (64).
Thisproblemis of profoundimportance,since it pointsto a fundamental
failing of the CV-skeletal theory in which this analysis is embedded.
Absent a principlelike the TemplateSatisfactionConditionand the more
impoverished (moraic) templates that it requires, the CV approach is
unable to make a principleddistinctionbetween obligatoryand optional
skeletal elements and is driven to stipulationslike (65). An analysisconstrained by TSC, like the one proposed here, necessarily restricts the
scope of the template to the true canonicalinvariant,the iambicfoot.
It is also worth noting that the mechanism of templatic transfer is
quite remote from Clements'sconception of reduplicativetransfer. The
stipulative characterof vowel length transfer in the templatic analysis
is one symptom of this. Furthermore,while linearizationis crucial to
reduplication,since reduplicativeprefixesand suffixesare what is actually
observed, linearizationis impossible in the broken plural case. VW'hen
forming the plural, all traces of the singularmust be erased after they
have done their work of supplyingthe phonemic melody to the plural
template. Plural forms like *jundubjanaadib or *janaadibjundub, where
linearizationof the base and suprafixhas proceeded normally,are quite
impossible. Another indicationthat there is no suprafixcomes from the
observationof Clements (see also Mester (1986)) that overapplication29
of phonologicalrulesin reduplicatedformscan be accountedfor by applying the rule to the shared structurebefore linearization.Overapplication
is never met with in the Arabic case. Finally, associationin the Arabic
case is cruciallyfromthe singularskeletononto the pluralskeleton, driven
by the linear sequence of skeletal slots in the singular. In Clements's
theory, on the other hand, associationbetween the two skeleta is directional, but first by vowels and then by consonants.This mode of association, which is necessaryto accountfor propertiesof reduplicationin the
Clementstheory, producesthe followingresult in Arabic:
(66)

j u n d u b

CVCCVC

11/1

CVCVVCVVC
29 A phonologicalrule is said to overapplyin a reduplicatedform when it appliesin both
originaland copy even thoughits structuraldescriptionis apparentlymet in only one.
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Here the V-driven associationprocedure.predicts loss of the unlinkable
base consonantd, which is not only factuallywrongbut impossiblein the
general context of Arabic templatic morphology,where the loss of root
melody elements is not tolerated. Taken together, these considerations
show that the extension of Clements'stheory of reduplicativetransferto
Arabic broken pluralsrelies primarilyon graphicratherthan substantive
resemblances.Thus, the Arabic case must stand or fall on its own merits,
without regardto any evidence that comes from reduplication.
Hammondclaimsthree other resultsfor his theoryof the Arabicbroken
plural. First, consonant spreading will be transferredfrom singular to
plural, as in the examplesjilbaab, pl. jalaabiibor nuwwaar,pl. nawaawiir
cited earlier.This is certainlythe case, but it shouldbe noted that transfer
of vowel spreading(that is, long vowels) and transferof consonantspreading involvedifferentmechanismsin this account.The latterfollowsdirectly
from the theory; the formerrequiresthe intermediationof a special deletion rule.
Second, the transferaccountshareswith the earlieranalysesof McCarthy (1979, 1983) an explanation for the behavior of certain trisyllabic
(therefore noncanonical)singularsin broken pluralformation.Examples
adducedin Hammond(1988) are the following:
(67)

Singular

Plural

jahmaris
jahaamir
safarjal
safaarij
namuuOaj namaa6ij

'lazy old woman'
'quince'
'model'

The first two examples are quinqueliteral;they have more consonants
than there are slots availablein the broken plural template. Any left-toright template mapping mechanismrequires that the last consonant be
lost in the plural. The final example has only four consonants, but is
impossibleas a normal(productive,native) singularnoun of the language.
It too will align with the pluraltemplatein the correctway.
The problemof these noncanonicalsingularsis examinedin detail below
(Section 5.1); it emergesthat they in no way reflecta regulargrammatical
process of the language. For now it is enough to observe that broken
plural treatment of noncanonicalsingularnouns is the exception rather
than the rule;at all historicalstagesof the languagenoncanonicalsingulars
lawfullyform only feminine sound plurals.
The third argumentput forth in supportof the transferanalysiscomes
from anotherbroken pluraltype, the one applied to nouns like jaziir+at
to form jazaaPir.These nouns, with short initial and long final syllables,
have an inserted /w! (surface ) in the third C slot of the template. The
immediate result of the transferprocedure, however, fills that slot with
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the final consonantof the root:
(68)

j a z i r

C V C V VTC

C,VCV

V C V VC

Thus, an additionalrule is requiredto move the associationline of the
last C of the singularskeleton to the last C of the pluralskeleton:
(69)
ConsonantReassociation
C]

The circled C in the context of the rule must be unassociated;the rule
itself performstwo simultaneoustransformations,erasingone association
line and insertinganother.
Again, it is clear that the naturaloutcome of the analysisis incorrect,
and an additionalrule without independentsupportmust be stipulated.30
The grammarof the languagewould be simplerif rule (69) did not exist
at all, presumablyyielding *jazaarii (from */jazaariw/).And again, it
should be noted that no Arabic dialect nor any other Semitic language
that has retainedthe broken pluralexhibitsthis simplergrammar.
Of course, one might turn our own question aroundand ask how the
prosodic analysiscould be changed in small ways and whether the result
is a possible grammar.Clearly the template could be different, but that
alone will not distinguishthe theories. In fact, it is far more likely that a
CVCVVCVVCtemplate would vary from languageto languagethan the
iambic template, since the iambic foot is not an arbitraryconcatenation
of C's and V's but rather one of a small number of specific prosodic
30 Hammond (1988: 15n.), pursuing a suggestion by Michael Kenstowicz, proposes that rule

(69) is independently required to account for the pattern of medial gemination in verb forms
like kattab 'caused to write'. Aside from technical problems of formulating the unified
process, there is little reason to suppose that a rule like (69) is involved in medial gemination.
One alternative is to adopt Yip's (1988) edge-in association, which is quite generally compatible with the prosodic account of the broken plural so long as empty onsets take priority.
Another view, pursued in McCarthy and Prince (forthcoming, a), generalizes the plural
gemination of (2d) (e.g., saamir, pl. summar, by leftward spreading to a mora) to the verbal
cases.
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categoriesand, furthermore,iambicityhas deep roots in the language(see
Section 3.5). What if the grammarhad the iambic template but lacked
any prosodic specificationof the base? For independentreasons, that is
simply not an option. Ordinarymorphologyis alwaysmelody-conserving
(McCarthyand Prince 1986, forthcomingb; Yip 1988)- for example, we
do not find quadriliteralroots being squeezed into triliteraltemplatesby
a mechanismlike Stray Erasure. Thus, an iambic template could never
applyto quadriliteralnouns withoutpriorprosodicrestrictionof the base.
What if the grammartook the Cebuanoor Dyirbaloption of limitingthe
morphologicaloperationto bases that are exhausted(up to extrametricality) by the prosodic constituent?That may be the situation in Biblical
Hebrew. In Hebrew, all nouns take the sound pluralsuffixes,but CVCC
nouns additionally have broken plural morphology, so we find melex
/malkl, pl. moldxlm /malak+ iim/. The options afforded by our analysis
are thereforeexcluded by independentprinciplesor actuallyattested.
Finally,it is importantto note that the empiricalcoverageof the transfer
analysisis much less than that of previousaccountslike McCarthy(1979.
1983). Many broken plurals were previously analyzed as being built on
the CVCVVCVVCtemplate,but they are not accountedfor in the transfer
treatment. These are the plurals of unsuffixednouns CVC(V)C (567 in
our sample), examplesof whichappearin (4a, b). In the transferanalysis,
there is no natural characterizationof this phenomenon. Applying the
principlesalreadydeveloped to a singularlike nafs (pl. nufuus)yields the
structurein (70):
(70)

n a f s

c vC C

Applying Vowel Deletion (65) and Consonant Reassociation (69) produces the followingresult, whichrepresentsthe impossibleform *nafaaPis:
(71)

n a f s

C v C C

I I

ff

CVCVVCvC
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It is clear that several additionalad hoc rules would be needed to obtain
the desired CVCVVC canonicalpatternof the pluralnufuus. And again,
these additionalrules find no support in the cognates in Arabic dialects
or other Semiticlanguages.
Hammondarguesthat this lack of empiricalcoverageis not a significant
liabilityof his analysis.He writes:
First, unlike the cases presentedin the text [i.e., the trisyllabicplurals- JJM/ASP],one
cannotpredictwhichof the three patternshere a noun in CVCCor CVCVCwill assumein
the plural. Second, the pluralforms here bear no obviousformalsimilarityto the patterns
in the text, e.g. the vocalismsare differentand the numberof consonantsand vowels are
different.(Hammond1988:267 fn. 16)

These are observationsratherthan arguments.Linguisticregularitiesare
not based on obvious formal similarities,but on deeper structuralprinciples. The lack of predictability(considerablyoverstatedhere - see Section 5.2) revealsnothingexcept that the vowel melodies are more complex
in this case; yet it is the skeletonalone that is at issue. The "threepatterns*'
of disyllabicplurals are canonicallyidentical, modulo the independently
motivated rule of Ca Metathesis. Moreover, the canon of the disyllabic
plurals, even in CV templatictheories, is a substringof the canon of the
trisyllabicplurals,yet the transferanalysisis unableto capturethis important generalization.The differencesin numbersof consonantsand vowels
alludedto in the quotationare simplypart of this generalizationthat must
be accountedfor.
More importantly,as is shown here and in McCarthy(1979, 1983),
Arabicprovidesus with persuasiveevidence (see Section 2.3) that broken
plurals like nufuus and salaatiin, despite their supposed lack of obvious

formal similarity,are in fact constructedby exactly the same rule. The
treatmentof loanwordsand pluralsof plurals,whichgeneralizethe iambic
pattern of nufuus and salaatiin in the same way, are two sources of

evidence. Even more compellingly,diminutiveformation,whichis entirely
regular and productive, demands a unified account of diminutiveslike
nufays+at and sulaytiin, which itself entails a unified account of the canonically identical broken plurals nufuus and salaatiin. Indeed, diminutive

formationexhibitsall of the transfereffects that are adducedin supportof
Hammond'sanalysisof the plural.The transfertheoryforces an arbitrary,
empiricallyunmotivateddistinctionbetween the disyllabicand trisyllabic
forms, in both pluraland diminutive.This alone is sufficientto disconfirm
it.

This analyticalfailure follows directly from the same intrinsicshortcomingof CV- and X-basedtheoriesthat leads to the necessityof stipulating vowel-lengthtransferwith rule (65). The CV- or X-based approach
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cannot be extended to the disyllabicbroken pluralslike nufuus because
it is not informed by a theory of obligatorytemplatic elements like the
Template SatisfactionCondition. The CV skeletal approachis forced to
relate CVCVVC to CVCVVCVVCby language-particularrules erasing
selected unassociatedelements, a nearlyhopeless undertaking.The TSC,
combinedwith the ProsodicMorphologyHypothesis,forces a very different relation, via prosodic circumscriptionof domains- the iambic foot,
the only canonical invariant consistent with the Prosodic Morphology
Hypothesis, is the constant that unifies all of these pluraland diminutive
types. Moreover, the prosodic analysis,groundedin a restrictivetheory,
involves only propertiesthat are themselves independentlymotivated in
the grammarof Arabic (the iambicfoot, the minimalword, the characterization of syllable weight and extrametricality)or that appear in similar
forms in other languages(prosodicspecificationof the base of a morphological process). The failuresof Hammond'sanalysisare intractablefailures of principle, straightforwardconsequences of attemptingtemplatic
morphology on segmental representations;they highlightthe analytical
junctureswhere the Prosodic MorphologyHypothesisleads to successful
generalizationand new understanding.
5.

ANCILLARY

ISSUES

5.1. NoncanonicalNouns
A difference between our account and the earlier templatic analyses of
McCarthy(1979, 1983) and Hammond (1988) lies in the treatment of
noncanonical singular nouns. Arabic places strong restrictionson the
shapes that its singularnouns can assume. Noun stems, like all bases, are
minimallybimoraic, as we have already argued. No noun stem contains
more than two syllables, and every disyllabicnoun stem must begin and
end in exactly one consonant (peripheralvowels and consonantclusters
are prohibitedexcept in monosyllabicnouns, whichrequireCvCC).There
are other restrictionswhich we will not discuss here (v. McCarthyand
Prince (forthcominga)). Singularnouns that deviate from these requirements we will call noncanonical.
Noncanonicalnouns have a numberof salientcharacteristics.First, they
are themselves never created by any root-based templatic morphology.
Second, they do not normallycontributetheirroots to furtherderivational
processes - for instance, denominalverbs are almost never created from
noncanonicalnouns.31Third,they are alwaysloanwords,and in fact many
31

Our lexical survey has revealed that the example magnatiis 'magnet', magnat'to magnetize' cited in McCarthy (1979) is unique.
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can be identifiedsynchronicallyas loans independentlyof structuralnoncanonicity because they violate the native restrictionson consonant or
vowel cooccurrence.Fourth, with rare exceptions noncanonicalloans do
-notparticipatein broken pluralor diminutivemorphology.
For example, in Wehr (1971) we find significantnumbersof noncanonical loans like the following (all from variousEuropeanlanguages),none
of which form broken plurals; they assume the feminine sound plural
instead:
(72)

bantaluun
tarabeeza
turumbeet
tiligraaf
tilifuun
bansiyuun
fitamiin
funugraaf
kiluusikl
kurantiin+ at

'pantaloon'
'table'
'trumpet'
'telegraph'
'telephone'
'pension'
'vitamin'
'phonograph'
'kilocycle'
'quarantine'

It is the noncanonicityof these words, not their status as loans, that
preventsthem from formingbrokenplurals.We know of three arguments
for this conclusion. First, canonicalloans readily- in fact, almost obligatorily- form broken plurals(see Section 2.3). Indeed, Smeaton's(1973:
p. 83ff.) study of borrowingsreveals that the loans which fail to form
broken plurals are just those that are noncanonical,often by virtue of
havinginitialclusters:brus 'brush',draywal'drywall',dram'drum',fyuuz
'fuse', and swicv'switch'.Second, ancientloans, synchronicallyidentifiable
as such solely by their noncanonicity,also resist brokenpluralformation.
Witness the following examplesfrom Wright(1971: p. 198), all of which
take the feminine sound plural:
(73)

suraadiiq
biimaaristaan
gaadurwaan
?agaa
baagaa

'canopy'
'hospital'
'fountain'
'Agha'
'Pasha'

Third, native noncanonicalnouns, althoughthey have very limited distribution, also systematicallyfail to form broken plurals.The names of the
letters of the alphabetare one type we have alreadymentioned.Another
source of native noncanonicalnouns is the historical reanalysisof the
resultsof the rule of IdenticalConsonantMetathesis(Brame1970, McCar-
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thy 1981, 1986). Details aside, this rule permutes CiVCiVsequences to
VCiCiV, as in /mahlal+ un/i- mahall+ un 'place+ nom. indef.'. Many
nouns of this type32have plural doublets in Wehr (1971), one broken
(/mahaalil + un/ -* mahaall+ un) and the other sound (mahall+ aat + un).
The innovatingsound pluraldoubletmakes sense only if the noncanonical
output of IdenticalConsonantMetathesis(noncanonicalbecause the stem
is disyllabicyet ends in a cluster) is being taken as the input to plural
formation.Noncanonicityblocks the broken pluralof input /mahall/, and
so the sound pluralsteps in as the default.
Nevertheless, there is a very small numberof noncanonicalloans that
do in fact form broken plurals.Hammondcites three examplesthat work
as predicted in his analysis as well as other CV treatments (McCarthy
1979, 1983):
(74)

Singular
safarjal
jahmaris
namuu6aj

Plural
safaarij
jahaamir
namaa6ij

'quince'
'lazy old woman'
'model'

The predictionthat this analysismakes is quite clear: because of left-toright association,the final consonantshould be lost; and because of the
mechanismfor transferof vowel length, a long final syllablein the plural
is possible if and only if the singularhas a long vowel between its third
and fourth root consonants.
The lexical materialwe have collected suppliesa total of 13 noncanonical singularnouns out of a sample of altogether2483 lexical entries. Of
these 13, only 1 provablyworks in the expected way:33
(75)
a.

Singular
Expected
sulahfaw+ at

Plural
salaahif

'turtle'

32

Other examplesin our lexical materialinclude:misall+at 'largeneedle, obelisk';misann
'whetstone'; masaqq+ at 'trouble, toil'; mas abb 'outlet, drain'; madarr+ at 'harm';

mizall + at 'umbrella'.

A less systematicsearchthroughthe rest of the dictionaryproducesten more examples,
of whichjust three work as expected. The data are: kardinaal,pl. karaadil+ at 'cardinal';
33

karaxaan + at, pl. sound or karaaxiin 'workshop'; faramaan, pl. sound or faraamiin 'firman';
narnuu6aaj, pl. sound and namaa6ij 'model'; kustubaan, pl. kasaatibiin 'thimble'; manjaniiq,
pl. sound and majaaniq 'mangonel'; firdaws, pl. faraadiis 'paradise';firifawn, pi. faraaSfin+ at
'Pharaoh'; faylasuuf, pi. falaasif + at 'philosopher'.
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'(metal) spring'
'workhorse'
'program'

WrongConsonantLost and WrongVowelLength
'piglet'
xanaanii$
xinnaw5
'lizard'
hir6awn
haraaoiin
sinnawr
sanaaniir
'cat'
sanaatiin
gintiyaan
'loose trousers'
jir6awn
jaraa6iin
'largerat'
baraaniit
'(European)hat'
burnayt+ at
?ustuwaan+ at
2asaatiin
'celebrity'

d. Indeterminate34
barahman
baraahim+ at 'Brahmin'
These data indicatethat the predictionsof the analysisare not borne out
in the modernliterarylanguagerecordedby Wehr. Applicationof broken
plural morphologyto noncanonicalsingularsis abnormalin itself, and
neither the treatment of excess consonants nor of vowel length are as
predicted.Does the analysisfare any better in the classicallanguage?
The classical grammariansand lexicographerssupply a few more examples of noncanonical singulars that form broken plurals, but more
importantlythey providea detailed discussionof this phenomenon.Howell (1986: 1.3.935ff. and 1.3.1168ff.) summarizesthe testimonyof a large
numberof grammarians;the situationwas clearlyvery confused. According to some, the formationof broken pluralsor diminutivesfrom noncanonical(quinqueliteral)nouns is simplyimpossible.Othersreportunusual
formationslike pl. safaarijal-safaarijiP5
and dim. sufayrijal-sufayrijil
or
even sufayrijl.Othersrecordthe existenceof formslike those in (74), but
with significantcomplications.Ibn 'Aqil's treatment (Dieterici 1852) is
typicalin this respect. He observes that the final consonantcan generally
be lost, as in safaarij, but if the penult consonant is "servile"or homorganicwith a servile consonant, it may be lost instead:

34 It is impossibleto tell whetheror not the vowel lengthof this form is as predictedor not.
Pluralsof quadriliteralnouns referringto humansnormallytake the feminine suffix and
shortenthe stem-finalvowel if it is long.
35 Wehr (1971) also containsan exampleof this type: kustubaan,pl. kasaatibiin'thimble'.
In these rareformsthe regularprocessof iambicpluralformationhas been appliedregardless
of the noncanonicalityof the input.
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Singular Plural 1 Plural 2
xadarnaq xadaariq xadaarin 'spider'
farazdaq faraaziq faraazid 'lump of dough'

Moreover,if any consonantanywherein the root is servile, it may be lost,
as in barnaamaj'program',pl. baraamijor 2istabraq'thickgold brocade',
dim. Pubayriq.The servileconsonantsare those that occurin affixeswhich
attach to template positions (m, t, n, st) and the glides w and y, which

are often phonologically unstable. It is not necessary that the servile
consonant actuallybe an instance of a bound morpheme- mere resemblance is enough. For example, barnaamajlooks as if it mightbe derived
looks like a Form
from Form Q3 of the verb with infixedn, and Pistabraq
10 form of the verb with prefixed st.36 These superficiallycorrect but
factuallywrongmorphologicalanalysesare enoughto causethe apparently
affixal consonants to be lost in favor of preservingthe obviously more
salient root materialintact- in other words, the "roots"/brmj/and /?brqI
are back-formationsor folk etymologies. Therefore the choice of which
consonantto drop is made on analogicratherthan grammaticalgrounds.
The loss of high glides in broken plural formationcan be accountedfor
by a somewhat different analogy:surface and underlyinghigh glides are
in a very opaque relationshipto one another,with many underlyingones
realized as zero on the surfaceand with underlyingzero sometimesrealized as a surfaceglide.37
The conclusionthat emerges from this is that the adaptationof noncanonical nouns by loss of consonantsin the broken plural is stronglygoverned by non-grammatical,analogic factors. The loss of consonantsis
not a responseto templatesatisfaction,whichpredictsloss of a peripheral
consonantonly, but ratheris a result of enforcinga separaterequirement
that roots have at most four consonants.The actualpracticeof obtaining
a quadriconsonantalroot seems to be largelya matterof analogy.
In this view, the noncanonicalsingular,in the rareevent that it is subject
to broken plural formation, does so by essentially analogic means. The

The license for an excess consonant to delete on grounds of homorganicity with a servile
consonant presumably depends on the possibility of assimilation. For example, the d of
farazdaq could be analogically treated as the infix t, regularly assimilated in voicing to the
preceding consonant (cf. zdara?'to sow' from root IzrVIin Form 8 of the verb).
The "forms" of the verb are derivational classes with constant canonical pattern. They
are often referred to by a traditional Western numbering system.
3
Relevant to this is Anderson's (1981: p. 533) observation that spelling pronunciations,
another sort of partly metalinguistic activity, always stay within the domain of the existing
phonological processes of the language.
36
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root is strippedof apparentnonessentialsand treated as if it conformed
to some native quadriliteralmodel. Because this mechanismis outside the
formalgrammar,it is consistentwith our observationsabout the operation
of grammaticallyfalse analogies in determiningwhat the root is. It also
makes a predictionthat the purelyformalanalysescannot:a native plural
like either janaadibor salaatiinmight serve as the basis for the analogy,
and so the vowel length in the final syllable of plurals and diminutives
from noncanonicalnouns should be arbitraryor inconsistentratherthan
grammaticallydetermined.
This predictionis correct. The lexical data in (75) bear it out, as does
the witness of the native grammaticaltradition. According to Ibn 'Aqil
and Wright,in both the diminutiveand the brokenpluralof noncanonical
nouns the vowel length of the final syllable is essentially arbitrary:for
example,safarjalhas variantpluralssafaarij - safaariijandvariantdiminutives sufayri] - sufayriij.

Let us now sum up. Formationof broken plurals from noncanonical
nouns is itself an abnormalprocess - such nouns ordinarilyform sound
plurals. When it does occur, it exhibits conspicuouseffects of analogyin
determiningwhich consonantsto retain and it shows lack of grammatical
specificationof vowel length in the output. We concludethat this process
is entirelyanalogicand thereforeirrelevantto establishingthe correctness
of a grammaticaldescription.This is hardlysurprising:borrowedwords,
especiallythose that mark themselvesformallyas outside the system, are
frequentlysubjectto analogy.
5.2 Melody Selectionin CvC(v)CNouns
As we have alreadyobserved, nouns with singularsCvC(v)C have three
different vocalizationsimposed on the iambic template, exemplifiedby
the forms in (4a, b). That is, it is just the minimal (bimoraic)singular
nouns that form iambic plurals with diverse vocalizations,while longer
nouns form iambicpluralsexclusivelywith /aAi/.This sort of complication
is exactlywhatthe theor.yleads us to expect:the phonologicalandmorphological distinctnessof template and vowel melody means that they can
cover somewhat different domains of the lexicon; and the definitionof
the partial function 1' in (31) will split that coverage along the line
between minimaland largerbases.
We firstexaminethe diversityof CvC(v)Cvocalizationsstatisticallywith
the following table, based on the lexical data we have collected. A rare,
trochaic plural pattern 2aCCuC(/CaCuC/) sometimes attested for this
class is includedfor comparison:
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(77)
Singulars
CaCC
CiCC
CuCC
CvCvC
Sum

CuCuuC
180
43
22
17
262

CiCaaC
46
8
12
21
87

Plurals
/CaCaaC/
97
92
76
126
391

/CaCuC/
21
4
2
6
33

Sum
344
147
112
170
773

It is clear that the majorcompetitionis between CuCuuCand /CaCaaC/;
the other two patterns are relatively insignificant.(In fact, 24 of the 33
/CaCuC/plurals are doublets of one of the iambic ones.) Moreover, the
clear winner in all categories except for singularCaCC is the plural/Ca
CaaC/. Even the disyllabicstem CvCvCstronglyfavors the low-voweled
plural,this despitethe fact that nearlyall the disyllabicstems are vocalized
CaCaC.
More detailed examination of the data reinforces these conclusions,
since it shows that many of the apparentlyexceptionalpatternsof plural
vocalizationreflectother subregularitiesthat overridethe main generalization. Levy (1971: p. 36) observes a kind of dissimilatoryeffect whereby
CaCC nouns with middle radicalw resist the expected CuCuuCpluralfor instance, lawn 'kind', pl. 2alwaan,*luwuun.She also notes that the
CaCuC plural pattern seems to be especially frequent with those rare
nouns that are grammaticallybut not morphologicallyor semantically
feminine. For example, nafs 'soul' takes feminine agreementand forms
the plural 2anfusas an option to nufuus. In addition (Levy 1971:p. 38),
the relativelysmallnumberof humannouns CaCCtend to favor/CaCaaC/
over CuCuuC:rabb 'lord', pl. 2arbaab.Finally, Levy points out that the
unexpectedCuCuuCpluralfor CiCC and CuCC is a doublet ratherthan
sole pluralfor two-thirdsof the nouns in her comprehensivesample.
When none of these special conditions obtain, however, in the overwhelming majorityof cases the regularityis that CaCC singularsform
CuCuuCplurals,while all other bimoraicsingularsform/CaCaaC/plurals.
Both of these generalizationshave connectionsto phenomenaelsewhere
in the language. The latter is just exactly the vocalism we find in the
trisyllabicplurals like janaadib, minus the syllable that lies outside the
iambictemplate.In otherwords,the quite generalvocalismfor iambicizing
plurals is /a-iI, with /a/ spread onto the template portion and lil on any
syllable outside the template and otherwise lost by Stray Erasure. This
generalizationis exceptionless for the trisyllabicplurals, and holds in a
majorityof cases of disyllabicplurals. A lexical rule of melody selection
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providingCaCCsingularswith the lul pluralmelody accountsfor most of
the rest. These central rules are overlain by various phonologicallyor
grammaticallydeterminedsubregularitiesof the sort noted by Levy.
5.3 The TrochaicPlural
The only majornon-iambicmode of pluralformationis the trochaicfoot
CvCvC,and it appearsin quite diverse circumstances.The followingdata
are the result of a purely formal taxonomy of our lexical material;the
semanticclassifications,where given, are due to Levy (1971):
CVCVC Plurals
(78)
Plural
Frequency Out of
Singular
138
184
CiCaC
CiCC+ at
CuCC+ at
CuCaC
33
897
/CaCuC/
CvC(v)C
CvCvvC

nonhuman

/CaCiC/+ at

88

nonhuman

CuCuC

68

human
human & weak

69
CuCaC+ aa?
34
+
/CaCiC/ aa?
total: 259
CaCaC+ at
26
28 J
CuCaC+ at

CaaCiC

445

245

The plural forms given in underlyingrepresentation(I... I) undergo the
rule of Ca Metathesis(Section 5.4). "Weak"nouns are those whose third
radicalis a high glide or so-calledgeminatenouns, with biliteralroots.
These data are obviouslyorthogonalto our majorconclusionabout the
iambic plural and diminutive;they are included primarilyfor completeness. Nevertheless, we can observe that the trochaic plural shares with
the iambic plural, and indeed with templaticmorphologyin general, an
indifference to the canonical form of its input. Trochaic plurals crossclassify various shapes of singulars, in some cases with significantfrequency. From this it can be concludedthat the trochaicpluralis templatic
- there is a trochaic template to which the melody of the singular is
applied.
Some evidence for the natureof this templatemappingcomes from the
common trochaicplural of feminine singularsCiCC+ at and CuCC+ at,
CiCaCand CuCaCrespectively.This perseverationof the singularvowel
into the plural makes sense if both consonantismand vocalism of the
singularare mapped onto the trochaictemplate in the plural. Since the
second syllable of the plural is not supplied with a vowel by template
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mapping,it receives instead the vowel Ia/. Other instancesof the trochaic
melodies by melodic overwriting.
pluralreceive morphologically-specified
The only other case where the trochaicpluralis in the majorityis with
singularnouns CvCwC. The apparentdiversityof formationmostlyyields
to the finer classificationimposed by Levy (1971). Humannouns take the
suffix-aa?. Theirvocalizationis normallylual, but they revertto the fail
vocalizationof the nonhumanclass when the root is biliteralor ends in a
high glide. The nouns in this nonhumanclass assume the suffix -at in the
plural. The only remaining nondeterminismis in the choice of plural
vocalizationand suffixationfor the nonhumannouns; roughlyequal numbers of both types are represented.
5.4 Ca Metathesis
Levy (1971) is responsible for the observation that surface 2aCCaaC
pluralscan be derivedfrom underlyingCaCaaCby a rule we have called
Ca Metathesis. This point is obviouslyimportantto the extension of the
iambicizingplural to the bimoraicsingulars,in parallel with diminutive
formation.
Ca Metathesis turns out to play a wide-rangingrole in the nominal
system; it is in no way restricted to just this one plural pattern. First,
it occurs with the trochaic plural pattern, CvCvC:/CaCuC/-* 2aCCuC;
/CaCiC+ at/-- 2aCCiC+ at; /CaCiC+ aa?/ 2aCCiC+ aa2. Second, it
applies to the productiveelative adjective:/kabar/-- 2akbar'greater;greatest'. Third, it applies to so-called "verbs of surprise": /ka6ab/
'lie'-- 2ak&abin maa 2ak&abahu
'what a liar he is!'. Although these are
called verbs, they appear to have the properties of nouns, completely
eschewing normal verbal inflection. Fourth, Ca Metathesis derives the
cardinalnumber 2arba? 'four' from /rabaSi;the root is /rb?/ on the evidence of regularformationslike raabiS'fourth',murabba?'fourfold',and
rubaaViy'quadriliteral'.
Independent support for the Ca Metathesisrule comes from a minor
variation on the /CaCaaC/, 2aCCaaCplural pattern observed by Levy
(1971: pp. 90-93, 259). Certain nouns and adjectiveswith stems CVCC
followed by the masculinesuffix +aan or the feminine suffixes +aa2 and
+/ay/ take /CaCaaC/pluralsplus +/ay/:
(79)

Singular
sakr+ aan
7a6r+ aa?
wahm+ lay!

Plural
sakaar+ /ay!
Ta6aar+ /ay!
wahaam+ /ay!

'drunk'
'virgin'
'pica (of pregnantwoman)'

These cases exceptionallyretain the underlyingCaCaaCpattern.
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Although the precise conditionson this rule are not wonderfullytransparent,it appearsthat it is fairlygenerallyapplicableto deriveddisyllables
in initial Ca, transposingthe consonantand vowel and inserting 2 in the
familiaronset-fillingfashion.Although Pinsertionis the normalpostlexical
mode of supplyingan onset in Arabic, the 2 derivedby Ca Metathesisis
demonstrablydifferentfromthis, since it appearseven when the preceding
word ends in a consonant.
6.

CONCLUSION

In this articlewe have given an accountof the productive,generalpatterns
of brokenpluraland diminutiveformationin Arabic. We have shownthat
these phenomenarely fundamentallyon the prosodic circumscriptionof
the morphologicalbase, a notion which we formalized and explored
through a diversity of manifestations.We have related this to detailed
evidence for the minimalword in Arabic, and we have shown how, combined with an iambictemplate, the prosodicallycharacterizedbase yields
exactly the distributionof invariantsand dependenciesthat the language
activelyexploits.
Our proposal has been developed in terms of the theory of Prosodic
Morphology,relyingon the fundamentaltenet that templaticor reduplicative morphologymust refer only to the units of the prosodichierarchy.
We have seen that CV theory (or in fact any similarrevisionof it), even
aided by the mechanism of transfer, is unable to express these same
generalizations.Our conclusionsbear not only on the parochialissues of
the broken pluralin Arabic but also on the broadertopic of the relation
between phonology and morphology.
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